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A Formal Model for

Verification of Abstract Properties

by

Victor L. Winter, Gregory II. Chisholm, Brian T. Smith, and A nihony J. Wojcik

Abstract

We are given a specification s that states the requirements of a problem in terms of

data dependencies. We are also given some assumptions about the input domain. In
this paper we define a formal model that can be used to verify that a program written
according to the specification s does indeed have the data dependencies specified by s.



Chapter 1

Overview

In this paper, we investigate how one can formally bridge the gap between flow nets and computer
programs that implement flow nets. That is, given a flow net specification and an implementa-
tion, we wish to formally verify that the implementation does indeed have the properties that
are specified by the flow net. We demonstrate how to formally bridge the gap between flow nets
and implementations by studying an example that we believe is general enough to allow the re-
sults from this study to be applied to a wide variety of flow net specifications and their respective
implementations.

1.1 Flow Nets

The type of specification we are investigating in this paper is called a flow net. A flow net is a
mathematical and graphical formalism that can be used to design and specify the behavior of a
system that one wishes to study. A flow net is an uninterpreted, directed graph and represents an
extension to Petri net theory. As in Petri nets, a flow net consists of places, tokens, and transitions.
The extensions inherent in a flow net are to capture functionality and state information in a symbolic
fashion. The flow net extends the Petri net theory by assigning symbolic meaning to tokens and
functionality to transitions. The firing of a transition represents control flow. A flow net is easily
represented in first-order logic. This representation facilitates symbolic execution and subsequent
reasoning about the model.

In a flow net, places are essentially containers of information. Transitions accept tokens (data)
from places as inputs and produce tokens (data) as outputs. The tokens that are output from
a transition are stored in places, and arcs are used to define which places the input token for a
transition comes from, as well as in which place the output token, resulting from the execution of a
transition, is stored. The effects of transitions are defined by mathematical equations. In a similar
fashion the type of token that is in a specific place can be characterized by mathematical equations.

1.2 The Problem

We are given a flow net specification (see Fig. 1) that defines a certain set of requirements-data
dependencies--that a C program must meet. Before we go on, let us briefly describe how our flow
net should be read. Black bars are used to denote transitions. Near the upper right-hand corner of
a transition (i.e., a black bar) we have placed the name of the transition. To the left of a transition,
we have placed the functionality associated with that transition. Places are denoted by circles.
The inside of a circle (i.e., place) contains text that denotes the data dependencies associated with

2



the data elements (i.e., tokens) contained in that place. The text to the left of a circle denotes
the additional information that tokens in the circle possess. For example, the place labeled Sa
holds tokens containing information about sensor Sa. The place immediately below Sa is labeled
Agree(Sa, Sb). This place contains information regarding whether sensor Sa and Sb agree with one
another. It should be noted that tokens residing in various places may contain more information
than is explicitly mentioned by the labels associated with those places. These labels are given for
the convenience of the reader and are not formal constructs of the model.

As mentioned in an earlier paragraph, arcs are used to define where the input data for a
transition comes from, and where the output data produced by a transition goes. In this particular
flow net, transitions at the same horizontal level have the same functionality even though this is
not explicitly mentioned (because of space constraints). The only difference between transitions
occurring at the same horizontal level is where their input comes from and where their output is

placed.
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Ready to Perform

P (Sa, Sb, Sc)

Sa (Pa) Sb

Part 2 (Sa, Sb)
UNICN{Sa, Sb}

Agree (SaSb) { PaPb} Agree (Sb,;c)

Validate sensor
INTERSECTION

{Agree (Sa,Sb),

Agree (Sa, Sc) }

Is_Oka (Pa) IsOk b

Generatea_trip
UNION

{IsOka,

isOkb)

Trip a {Pa,Pb} Trip b

INTERSECTION

{ 'rip a, Trip b, Trip c}

I I~I

RESULT_a

(Pa,Pb) Sc (Pa,Pc)

Part 2 (Sb, Sc) Parity2 (Sa, Sc)

(Pa, Pb, Pc) Agree (Sa, Sc) (Pa, Pc)

Validate sensor Validate sensor

(Pa,Pb) Is Ok c (Pa,Pc)

Generate_a_trip Generate_a_trip

(Pa,Pb,Pc) Tripc (Pa,Pc)

Vote on trip

Figure 1. Flow Net Specification of Data Dependencies
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Example:

In the leftmost column of Fig. 1, we have a transition which is named Parity2 and whose func-
tionality is denoted by UNION{Sa,Sb}. This transition accepts input from place Sa and place Sb.

The output of this transition is put in a place whose type is Agree(Sa,Sb). The data dependency of
the elements in place Agree(Sa,Sb) is {Pa,Pb}. This is the case because JNION{Sa,Sb} = { Pa,Pb}.
In other words, the data dependency of Agree(Sa,Sb) is the union of the data dependencies of place

Sa (i.e., {Pa}) and place Sb (i.e., {Pb}).
Immediately below the transition Parity2 is a transition that is called Validate-sensor. Ex-

amination of the input arcs shows us that Validate.sensor accepts inputs from Agree(Sa,Sb) and

Agree(Sa,Sc). The functionality of Validate.sensor is such that its output has a data dependency
that is equal to the intersection of the data dependencies of Agree(Sa,Sb) and Agree(Sa,Sc). Tihus,
the token that is output from the transition Validate.sensor and that is stored in place I&Ok~a is

data dependent only on { Pa }.
The rest of the flow net is similar.

In the next section we shall discuss the concept of data dependency, but for now all that is

important is that data dependency is an abstract property that programs have. The flow net
specification that we are given defines the data dependencies that arise as a result of firing a
transition as well as the data dependencies present in the initial place. Combining this information
allows us to formally deduce (verify) the data dependencies of every place in the flow net. The goal
of verifying the specification is to show that the final place in the specification is data dependent
only on {Pa}. Once this has been established at the specification level, what remains to be done

is to formally verify that the C program realizing the specification does indeed have the same data
dependency. A flow net can be realized by a program by (1) writing appropriate code (procedures,
functions, etc.) for each of the transitions present in the flow net specification, and (2) assuring
that the flow of execution in the program corresponds to that of the flow net specification.

Once this has been accomplished, we need only to formally verify the following:

1. The code segments corresponding to the transitions in the specification are indeed the data
dependency functions specified in the flow net. For example, if procedure parity2 is the code
segment that corresponds to the transition labeled Parity2 (see Fig. 1), then one needs to

formally verify that the procedure parity2 is a function that takes two values of type Sa and
Sb as input and whose result is a value whose data dependency is the union of the data

dependencies of these two inputs. (Note that this includes verifying that no undesired or
unexpectedd dependencies are picked up as a result of side effects.)

2. The flow of execution in the program corresponds to the flow that is defined by the speci-
fication. In essence, we must show that the code segments corresponding to transitions are
executed in the right order. Often this proof is trivial, but it needs to be formally verified

nevertheless.

Verifying the data dependencies of code segments requires defining a method for deri'ininiiq

the data dependency of code segments. The method that we use is as follows:

5



1. Define the data dependency of the programming constructs of C.

2. Define the data dependency of statement composition.

:3. Prove that the definitions are correct. This task involves demonstrating that the definitions

are consistent with our definition of data dependency.

Once these tasks have been completed, one can determine the data dependency of an arbitrary
code segment. The idea now is to be able to formally verify the dependency of an arbitrary code
segment. Formal verification of code segments can be carried out by placing the code segment

(or an equivalent version of it) in an environment capable of performing a formal verification.
The environment that we choose is OTTER, a theorem prover created by Dr. William McCune
at Argonne National Laboratory [3]. In order for OTTER to be able to formally verify the data
dependency of a code segment, the code segment must be transformed into first-order predicate
calculus form. This transformation is accomplished by using TAMPR, a transformational system
designed by Dr. James Boyle at Argonne National Laboratory [1]. For the purposes of this paper,
we assume that the transformation of code segments from C to first-order predicate calculus is
performed without error, and that OTTER functions without error. We are currently researching

how one can prove the correctness of the set of transformations used to transform the C code
segments into first-order predicate calculus.

To verify that a data item produced by the execution of a given code segment has a certain
data dependency, we do the following. Given a code segment and a claim concerning the data
dependency of a specific data item:

1. Transform this code segment into first-order predicate calculus using the TAMPR transfor-

mational system.

2. Present clauses obtained from the previous step along with some necessary axioms and de-
modulators to the OTTER theorem prover. Also, present OTTER with the data dependency
of the data item stated in step 1.

3. Wait for a proof to be generated.

In this verification procedure, OTTER is performing a symbolic execution of the given code segment.
It should be noted that demodulators, additional axioms, and various inference rules and search
strategies can be used to guide OTTER in its search for a proof.

We chose TAMPR, and OTTER for several reasons:

1. They were both readily available.

2. We were familar with both of these systems.

3. In later work we intend to verify the functionality of our program. We expect this verification

to rely heavily on OTTER's theorem-proving capabilities.

In the next section, we define data dependency and briefly state how it relates to C programs.
Then, in the final section, we present our model.

6



Chapter 2

Data Dependency

In this section we define the concept of data dependency as it pertains to simple mathematical
objects. The idea here is to give the read%'r an understanding of the general notion of data depen-
dency and not to overwhelm him with details. In Section 3.2 we go into the details of how data
dependencies of computer programs are determined.

2.1 A Simple Definition of Data Dependency

What is data dependency? Informally, one can define data dependency as follows: data item z
is data dependent upon data item x if there exists a change that can be made to x affecting z.
Consider the mathematical function f which accepts an input x and which yields an output z as
its result. If there exist two different inputs, x and x', which cause the function f to yield two

different outputs, then the output of f (i.e., z) is said to be data dependent on the input to f (i.e.,
x). It should be mentioned that most mathematical functions have the property that their outputs

are data dependent on their inputs. In the following table we give several functions whose outputs
are dependent upon their inputs, as well as a few functions whose outputs are not dependent on

their inputs.

Table 1. Data Dependency of Select Functions

At first glance, it seems that all but the most trivial mathematical functions have the property

that their output is dependent on their inputs. If we assume no restrictions on the input domain,

this is indeed the case. However, if we are allowed to place restrictions on the input domain, then

there are many functions that have an input/output dependency similar to the one shown in the

7

Function Property

f(x) = x * x output dependent on input

f(x) = x + 5 output dependent on input

f(x) = x * 5 output dependent on input

f(x) = 5 output not dependent on input

f(x) = y output not dependent on input

f(x, y) = x * x output dependent on x, but not
dependent on y



last example in Table 1. The function that is defined by our specification is an example of such a
function.

Our function falls into a class of functions that we call voting functions. We informally define
this as a class of functions that accept some number, n, of input data values. It is assumed that
some majority of the input values are in agreement with each other. It is also assumed that the
agreement held by the majority accurately describes (or selects) a mathematical function. For such
a class of functions, if we assume that there will always be a majority and that the result (i.e.,
the function) selected by the majority is the correct selection, then the output defined by these
functions can be data independent from the input. We now give an example of such a function.

Example 1.

1. Structural definition of f.

f : int x int x int - int

2. Definition of the body of f.

f(x, y, z) = if (x == y) (x == z) then return(x)

else return(O)

The function f is in the class of voting functions. Without any assumptions regarding the input,
we conclude that the output of f is dependent upon the inputs x, y, and z. This dependency follows
directly from the definition of what is meant by data dependency. However, if we assume that x
will always agree with either y or z, then we conclude that the output of f is solely dependent
upon the input data x. (Note that under such an assumption, the function f becomes equivalent
to the function g defined as g(x) = x.)

This can, perhaps, be seen more clearly by inspecting the input domain on which the function
f is defined. For tuples of the form < x, y, z > we define two predicates:

1. PIy(x, y, z) = if x == y then true else false

2. P:(x, y, z) = if x == z then true else false

Using the two predicates just defined, we can partition the domain of all tuples of the form
<int x int x int> into four nonintersecting regions as follows:

" Region 1: Py(x, y.-) A Pz(x, y, z)

" Region 2 : Pry(x, y, z)A -,(Prz(x, y, z))

" Region 3 : ,(Py(x. y, z)) A P2(x, y, z)

* Region 4 : -(Py(x.y,z))A -(P 2 (x,y,z))

8



Graphically this looks like the following:

Partitioning of the domain <int x int x int >

Region 1 Region 2

P,(x, y, z) A P.2(x, y, z) Py(x, y, z) A ,i(P22(x, y, z))

Region 3 Region 4

-,(P,,(x, y, z)) A Pxz(x, y, z) -(Px,(x, y, z)) A -,(P.,(x, y, z))

If we assume that for all inputs either x and y will be equal or x and z will be equal, then we

are restricting the input domain to regions 1, 2, and 3. In these regions the functions f and g have
the same input/output relationships.

The example we have just given seems to imply that a function of type f, whose result is data
dependent on only one of its inputs, can be replaced by a simpler function g, where g is a function

requiring only a single input. In the following example, we demonstrate that in general this is not

the case.

Example 2.

1. Structural definition of f'.

f' : (int, boolean) x (int, boolean) x (int, boolean) -+ int

2. Definition of the body of f'.

f'(x, y, z) = if (x.bool == true) then return(z.int)
if (y.bool == true) then return(y.int)
if (z.bool == true) then return(z.int)
else return(error)

We restrict our input domain to those tuples that satisfy the following constraints :

" Input tuples have at least one element that has the value true as its Boolean component.

" Input tuples satisfy the following conditions:

1. (x.bool = true A y.bool = true) -+ (x.int = y.int)

2. (z.bool = true A z.bool = true) - (x.int = z.int)

3. (y.bool = true A z.bool = true) -+ (y.int = z.int)

4. (x.bool = false) -+ (x.int # y.int A x.int $ z.int)

5. (y.bool = false) -~ (y.int # x.int A y.int $ z.int)

6. (z.bool = false) -+ (z.int $ x.int A z.int $ y.int)

9



Given these restrictions on the input domain, we cannot write a function g' accepting only one
input such that g' is equivalent to f'. (In Appendix A, a proof is given showing that no such g'
can be constructed.)

The question now is: Under the given input restrictions, what is the dependency of the output
of the function f'? The answer to this question becomes a bit involved, because an input data, say
x, may be changed only in a manner consistent with the input restrictions. Thus, to be able to
conclude that the output of f' is data dependent on x, one needs to show that there exist two input
tuples < x, y, z > and < x', y, z > such that both tuples are legal inputs, and f(x, y, z) $ f(x', y, z).
(This is discussed further in Appendix B.)

To aid in visualizing and reasoning about the subtle relationships between data dependence and
input domain assumptions, we present a more refined definition of data dependency.

2.2 A Refined Definition of Data Dependency

In this section we refine our definition of data dependency in order to accurately capture the data
dependencies of the previous example. We present a simple problem which is similar to the previous
problem. In Appendix B, we extend this model in order to determine the data dependency of the

function f' that was mentioned in the previous example.

Consider a domain D1 which consists of two elements. The first element we call expected, and
the second element we call unexpected. We define our input domain D3 as the set of all tuples
of the form < d, d2 , d3 >, where {Vi : 1 < i < 3 : di E D1 }. We represent each tuple by a
vertex. Thus there exist eight vertices, each corresponding to a unique tuple in our input domain.

Furthermore, two vertices v1 and v 2 are joined by an edge whenever it is possible to obtain one
from the other by making a single change to one of the components of the vertex. For example,
the vertices <expected, expected, expected> and <expected, expected, unexpected> are joined by
an edge. The vertices <expected, expected, expected > and < unexpected, unexpected, expected >
are not joined by an edge. In this fashion we can make a graph that corresponds to the input
domain. For the domain D3 , the graph has the shape of a cube. Note that the cube is exactly
the same one that is obtained when considering Hamming distance in information theory. Thus,
general domains of the type described above have hypercubes as their graph structures.

We call traveling across an edge a transition. Furthermore, we explicitly state the type of a
transition by stating which component has been altered by the transition. For example, a transition
from <dl, d2 , d3 > to <dl1 , d2 , d3 > is called a d1 -transition.

So far, we have given a model for structuring domains. We now discuss how assumptions
restricting the input domain are reflected in our model.

Any assumption restricting the input domain will manifest itself in our model by causing the
removal of one or more vertices from our graph. All edges having as an endpoint one of the vertices
that is removed are also removed. For example, if we restrict our input domain D to the set of
all elements having at most one unexpected component, then the resulting graph will have the
shape roughly of a pyramid, that is, a cube cut in half (actually the resulting graph looks more
like a tripod). This can be more traditionally described as the intersection of a hyperplane with a
hypercube.

having described our model, we now define data dependency properly.

" Definition: Given a graph G corresponding to an input domain D, and given a function
f whose input < xo,x 1i, .. ,x,, > is an element from D., we say that the output of f is
dependent on xi, 1 < i < n, if there exists an xi-transition in G, such that the vertices that
are connected by the xi-transition produce different outputs when given to f.

10



We present this refined definition of data dependency because the problem under discussion has

a function that operates on inputs from a restricted domain, and this refined definition is necessary

in order to determine the data dependency of the output of the function.

Example 3.

1. Dl = {expected, unexpected}

2. D3 ={<x,y,z>|xEDiAyEDi AzED1}

3. D is the subset of D3 such that all elements of D have at most one unexpected component.

4. Structural definition of f'.

f': D-+ D1

5. Definition of the body of f'.

f'(x, y, z) = if (x == y) (x == z) then return(x)

if (y == z)fl(y == z) then return(y)
if (z == x) | (z == y) then return(z)
else return(O)

Applying the definition of data dependency to the function f', we conclude that f' is not

dependent upon any of its inputs! In fact the function f' will always return the value expected.

It should be pointed out, however, that function can be data independent of any single one of it's

inputs yet produce an output that is not a constant. This occurs when the input domain is more

complex. The problem described in Example 2 is a problem of this type, and its data dependency

is further discussed in Appendix B.

11



Chapter 3

A Formal Method for Tracing Data

Dependencies in Programs

3.1 Foundations

In this section we present, by example, an instance of our formal verification model. Ultimately
we shall use this method to examine Parity [2], a moderate sized C program, in order to determine

whether it meets the data dependency requirements set forth in the flow net specification of Figure
1. Our specific goal is to formally verify that Parity has this dependency. Before we begin, we must
address several practical problems. One such problem is that in general it is undecidable to deter-
mine the data dependencies created by the execution of a segment of code. To see this, consider an
if-statement whose body contains an assignment statement that creates a unique data dependency
for the variable that occurs on the left-hand side of the assignment. Since it is undecidable to
determine, in general, whether an if-branch will be taken, it follows that it is also undecidable to
determine the data-dependency of the variable assigned to within the body of the if-statement,
since this information would allow us to conclude whether the if-branch was taken.

In order to address this problem, it makes sense to talk about the paths of execution in a
segment of code. Given a model that views a program as defining a set of execution paths, we have
to state the data dependency theorem we wish to prove in these terms. This involves defining data
dependency in this context.. Also, since our aim is to present a general methodology, we shall try

to define various concepts in a general fashion.
Having outlined the practical problems encountered, and having given an overview of the ap-

proach we intend to take, let us now begin by defining some terms.

Definitions:

P - The set of all processors. Elements of P are denoted by any string beginning with the lower-
case letter p.

V - The set of all data items (here the letter V stands for values). Elements of V are denoted by
any string beginning with the lower-case letter v.

F - The set of all computable functions. Elements of F are denoted by any string beginning with
the lower-case letter f.

c - A code segment that computes the function f.

12



E(c) - The set of all possible finite paths of execution through the code segment c. (Note that we
are not interested in infinite paths, since they correspond to program executions that never
halt.) This set can be constructed as follows:

(a) A. program that is executed on a sequential machine can be thought of as a directed graph,
with the vertices (nodes) being the set of statements N = {si, s2, ... , sn} and the edges
corresponding to the possible next statements. Vertices corresponding to assignment
statements have a single outgoing arc, while vertices corresponding to branching and
looping statements will have two or more outgoing arcs.

(b) Given a directed graph representation of a program, G, one can define a path as any
sequence of vertices that has the following property

i. The first vertex of the sequence is 81.

ii. For any two adjacent vertices in the sequence v and vi+1, a directed edge must exist

from vito v+l1 in the graph G.

iii. The last vertex of the sequence is s.

The set E(c) can now be constructed by enumeration and examination of all sequences.
It should be noted that if the code segment c contains looping constructs that allow
indefinite iteration, these sequences can and will acquire arbitrary length. That is, E(c)
becomes countably infinite. Otherwise, E(c) is finite.

ER(c) - The set of all real paths of execution through the code segment c. A path r is realiff there exists
some input that will cause the code segment c to follow the path r. Clearly, ER(c) C E(c). It
should also be noted that membership in ER(c) is undecidable. (Consider the undecidability

of determining whether an if-branch will be taken.)

paths - Any string beginning with the letter r denotes a path of execution.

domain(p) - The set of all data items v that processor p has influence over. For all v E V, v is an element

of domain(p) if

(a) v is local to p, or

(b) v is computed by p, or

(c) v is computed (on some other processor) by using an element from domain(p).

failure(p) - If p is experiencing a failure, then we say failure(p) is true. Furthermore we assume the
following:

failure(p) - any element v in domain(p) may be changed in an arbitrary manner.

d(v) - The set of all processor dependencies of data item v. Here d(v) = {p I v is an element of
domain(p) }.

d(c1) - The set of all processor dependencies of the code segment cf. For our problem, d(cj) is
equivalent to the processor on which c1 is being executed.

The general form of the problem under discussion can now be stated as follows:

Given a function f that meets the following criteria:

1. d(cf) = pa,
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2. f returns a single value Vresult,

3. f has input parameters v1, v2, ..., vn, and

4. Vi : 1 < i < n, d(v2) is known,

what is d(vresuit)?

As might be guessed, this problem is undecidable. The proof will not be given here (consider

the undecidable nature of determining whether an if-branch will ever get taken). Fortunately, the

function that we are considering is manageable.

The specific theorem we wish to prove is as follows:

Given the function f, with input parameters v1 , v2 , and v3 , where

1. d(c1) = Pa,

2. f returns a single value : Vresult,

3. d(vi) = Pa, d(v2 ) = Pb, and d(v3) = Pc, and

4. there exists at most one failure among {Pa,Pb,Pc},

is d(Vresult) = d(cf )?

The essence of this problem lies in determining all the paths of execution possible through the
code segment cf. Once this task has been accomplished, all that remains is to determine d(v,sulL)
for all of the possible paths. The final value of d(veult) is then obtained by simply taking the union
of all of the d(Vre,,lg)'s that were 'corrputed for each individual path. The justification for taking a
union can be seen by considering what would have to be true in order for the above theorem to be

false (i.e., it is not a theorem after all).

1. Clearly d(cj) must be a subset of d(Veslt). This follows directly from the definitions.

2. Having stated (1), we conclude that if the above is not a theorem, then d(c1 ) must be a
proper subset of d(vreult). If this is indeed the case, then there must exist a path r through
cf that causes the dependency of vreut to pick up an undesired dependency. Furthermore,
if r is an element of ER(c1 ), then there must exist some input that will cause the path r to
be followed.

3. By examining the tnion of all d(Vreault) for all paths in ER(cj), we can determine whether a
path as described in (2) exists.

3.1.1 ER(c) Should Equal E(c)

In this section we motivate writing code segments c such that ER(c) = E(c) holds. We discuss

the difficulties that can arise if ER(c) is significantly different from E(c). The reason for this
digression is to convince the reader that our choice of verifying all paths in the set E(c), as opposed

to verifying all paths in the set ER(c), is the correct one.

From a theoretical standpoint, determining the set ER(c) for a given segment of code c is
undecidable. Nevertheless, in practice one can often determine ER(c) by visual inspection of the
section of code, c, under consideration. (Note that a similar argument is often given about the

halting problem.) This is because the code segment under consideration originated from a human
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being. Consider for a moment a program for which the programmer is not sure whether there

exists input that will cause a given statement to get executed. If there wasn't a very good reason
for this uncertainty (e.g., the answer to the question would allow the solution of an undecidable
problem or even an open problem), then one would (should) question the quality of the code the
programmer has written. Indeed one should assume that for most of the code dealing with real
problems, there will always exist a known input set that will cause any arbitrarily selected statement

to get executed, and the programmer should know what the input set is. Thus the programmer
plays the role of an oracle for the program. This argument can be extended to include sequences

of statements, and finally to include the determination of all paths of execution through a program
c segment of code.

The argument being made here is that, in practice, one can almost always determine the set
ER(c) for a segment of code c. Nevertheless, we cannot afford to acpi set that is constructed

in such a manner. The reason is that the set of all paths of execution might not be complete or
it might contain elements (paths) that can never occur. Such a situation could arise from trivial
error-a typo, for example-or even a profound error on the part of the person who is determining
this set. The only set that one can accept is the complete set of all possible paths of execution
through the segment of code. This set, though often extremely large, is trivially computable. It is
because E(c) is trivially computable that we can afford to verify paths in this set. Furthermore,
membership in this set is trivially decidable, and generating this set can be automated.

Having explained why E(c) is the correct set for the verification procedure to be applied to,
we briefly state some of the problems that can arise if ER(c) is significantly different from E(c).

Briefly, if ER(c) is radically different from E(c), we will not be able to prove our theorem when
considering E(c), while we would be able to prove the same theorem if we had considered the set
ER(c). It should be noted that the nature of our theorem is such that E(c) will produce an overly-
conservative result. That is, a verification based on E(c) will generally conclude that some data
item has more data dependencies than it actually does. It will never be the case that a verification
based on E(c) will conclude that a data item has fewer data dependencies than it actually does.
(The proof is simple, and we do not give it here.)

At this point we mention that, although the set E(c) is often infinite, verifying whether there
exists an element (i.e., sequence) in this set that causes a data. item to acquire an undesirable
dependency can be done in a finite amount of time. Thi; is true because there exists a constant
k such that the data dependencies created by any sequence can be verified by examining at most
k statements of that sequence. (Clearly there exists a point in any sequence of statements where
additional execution of a statement will not cause any new data dependencies to be associated with
any of the data items in the sequence.) This information can be used to partition the set E(c) into
a finite number of equivalence classes, where all the elements in a given equivalence class produce
the same data dependencies. This all sounds very complicated, and in theory it is, but in practice

it is often quite trivial.

We now give two examples to demonstrate this concept:

Example 4.

x = 0;
while (x < 1000)

{
x = x + 1;

}
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Clearly, the second execution of the statement x = x + 1; will not cause the variable x to acquire

any new data dependencies. Thus, from a data dependency standpoint, a sequence that executes

the body of the while loop once is the same as a sequence that executes the body of the while loop

more than once.

Example 5.

One must be careful not to overgeneralize the conclusions drawn from the preceding example.
Consider the following loop:

x = 0;
y = read.input-from-processor.a;
z = read-input _from processorb;
while (z < 1000)

{
w = x + y;
x = x + z;

}

Clearly, the second execution of the body of this loop will create additional data dependencies

for the variable w. (If either of these examples is unclear, read Sections 3.3-3.5.)

Having decided to base our verification on the set E(c), and having mentioned the problems that
may arise if E(c) is radically different from ER(c), we now must partition the original problem into
several subproblems, where each segment of code dealing with a subproblem has the property that
the set of paths of execution is equal to the set of all possible paths of execution (i.e., ER = E).
These subproblems need to have the additional property that they are cut points. That is, the
end result of analyzing each segment of code yields a small number of possible outcomes. The
number of outcomes should be roughly equivalent to a function of the form n + k, where n are

the different inputs which need to be considered, and k is a small constant. If the input-+output
function grows any faster than this, an exponential growth will occur when program modules are
combined. Conversely, code having this property does not display exponential growth from the

point of view of program verification.

Having eliminated the theoretical difficulty of determining d(Vreauit), and having established the
criteria that a code segment must display in order to be tractable, we now can begin the analysis

of our actual piece of code.

3.2 Program Dependency Issues

In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we defined the notion of data dependency. In this section we discuss the

data dependency issues that are introduced when expressing abstract mathematical functions by

C programs and then executing these programs (i.e., functions) on computers.
The mathematical constructs in C generally have the same dependencies that their abstract

counterparts have, with the additional requirement that every construct is dependent on the pro-
cessor (computer) on which it is executed. Clearly, a change can be made to a processor so that
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the value obtained from the processor's evaluation of an expression changes (e.g., simply break
the processor). An additional complexity present in C constructs is that the dependency of a C
construct depends not only on the processor that executes it, but also on the environment in which

the construct is executed.

Consider the following example:

if (x == 0)

y = y + 3;

In this example, the assignment to the variable y is dependent on the variable x. That is, a change

can be made to x that will cause the statement y = y+3; to get executed or not to get executed. We
point out that the notion of environment also exists for abstract mathematical functions. However,
complex environments are more often associated with programs and programming languages than
they are with abstract mathematical functions. This was one of the reasons we did not explicitly

mention environmnet in Section 2.1 or in Section 2.2.
Also, a profound difference exists between the notion of C variables and mathematical variables.

This is because, in C, variables may contain the memory addresses of data items as their values
(i.e., pointer variables are allowed). This raises an interesting question as to the data dependency
of a pointer variable as well as the data dependency of the data item to which it is pointing.
For example, consider a data item, d, that is stored in the memory associated with processor Pt.

Suppose d is data dependent on processors {Pa, Pb, P}. If x is a pointer variable in processor Pa
that points to d (i.e., x = &d), then what is the data dependency of x? If determining the data
dependency of x seems easy, consider the following:

Example 6.

x = &d; /* x gets the address of data item d */

if (some equation with a lot of data dependencies) then
y = x; /* The variable y has the same data dependency as the */

/* variable x plus the additional dependency created by the environment. */

z = *y; /* the data dependency of z = the data dependency of y union the */
/* data dependency of *y */

*y = *y + f(a); /* the contents of y gets the contents of y + f(a) */
/* the data dependency of *y now includes the data dependency of y */
/* as well as the data dependency of f(a). */

z = *x; /* the variable z now is data dependent on the contents of x as well as

/* x itself. */

Or worse yet, consider the following:
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Example 7.

x = &d; /* x gets the address of data item d */
x = x + 1; /* pointer arithmetic */
z = *x; /* What is the data dependency of z? */

As can be seen from this last example, tracing the data dependencies of pointer variables can
become quite complicated and even impossible. To trace the data dependencies of pointer variables
effectively, we disallow any kind of pointer arithmetic, and we make a distinction between an
abstract variable and the memory location where a data item may be stored. We refer to an abstract
variable as a program variable and to a memory location as an implementation variable. Making this
distinction allows us to explicitly keep track of the data dependency of abstract variables as well as
memory locations. In this model a program variable of type pointer will contain an implementation
variable as its value. We view program variables that are not of type pointer to be the same as

implementation variables.
For example, if the program variable x is of typc pointer, then x will be denoted by two

implementation variables. The first implementation variable we shall call x (this name is chosen to
coincide with the name of the program variable x for convenience), and the second implementation
variable will be an address identifier. This address identifier can denote a nonexistent address (i.e.,
the address referenced by the abstract variable is undefined), or it can denote an address that is in
the memory of the machine. A program variable y not of type pointer will be denoted by a single
implementation variable called y (again, this name is chosen for convenience). This approach gives
us the following model:

Program Variable Type Implementation Variable Implementation Variable

x pointer X address.id

y non-pointer y

The data dependencies of implementation variables can easily be traced. A formal definition of

how this is done will be given in Section 3.3,1 and Section 3.3.2.
This concludes our discussion of data dependency issues relevant to programs and computers.

In the following section we shall give a more complete definition of the dependencies of C code
segments.

3.3 Dependencies of C Constructs

In this section we motivate and define the data dependencies of various C constructs, in particular,

program variables and environments. We discuss each of these in turn.

3.3.1 Nonpointer Variables

In this section, we discuss the dependencies of program variables that are not of type pointer (i.e.,

program variables whose values are not machine addresses).
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The dependency of a specific variable can change through an assignment. The general method
for computing the new dependency of a program variable after it has been assigned a value is as

follows:

1. Determine the dependencies of all the functions, variables, and constants that participated

in the assignment (right-hand side of the assignment statement).

2. Determine the dependencies of the current environment.

3. The new dependency for the assigned-to variable is the union of steps (1) and (2).

Example:

Given.

d(env) = {processorl,processor2}.

The environment depends on processor and processor2.

d(x) = {processor2,processor3}.

The variable x depends on processor2 and proccssor3.

d(y) = {processor2,processor4}.

The variable y depends on processor2 and processor4.
Define.

d(Add(r, s)) = d(r) U d(s)

Program statement

z = Add(x, y);

So d(z) = d(Add(x, y)) U d(env)

= {processor1, processor2, processor3, processor4}.

Note: A passive dependency is also possible, as can be seen by the following example:

x = {p,}

if (pb)

x = {pc}

Label :
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If the if-branch is not taken, what should the dependency of the variable x be at the location

Label? This problem can be handled through proper structuring of code. The structuring required
is that every if is followed by an else and that the set of variables which are assigned to in the if
block are the same as those assigned to in the else block. While this approach might seem artificial,
the requirement can be removed, at the expense of greater complexity in the symbolic execution.

3.3.2 Pointer Variables

In this section, we discuss the dependencies of program variables of type pointer (i.e., program
variables whose values are machine addresses).

As was the case with nonpointer variables, the dependency of a specific pointer variable can
change through assignment. However, when a data value is referenced through a pointer, special
care needs to be taken. For example, if pointer variable x contains address A1 , and if address A 1

contains the integer value 5, then *x (i.e., the contents of x) will be data dependent on x as well as
on A1 . Similarly, if pointer variable y contains address A 1 , and if address A 1 contains the integer
value 5, then *y will be data dependent on y as well as on A1 . It is important to notice that two
pointer variables with different data dependencies can point to the same memory location, A 1 , in
the same program. In such a case, the value stored in A 1 will conceptually have different data
dependencies depending on which pointer variable is used to access A1 .

To facilitate discussion of these issues, we define a function implernentationid, which is given
some form of memory address and which returns the implementation identifier associated with
that memory address in our model. In the previous example, implementationid(x) = x and
irnplementationid(*x) = A1 .

We define the data dependency of the variable z after the assignment z = *x and z = I- > y;
as follows:

def" d(z) = d(x) U d(implementationid(*x))

deE* d(z) = d(x) U d(implementation_id(x- > y))

In the example of the preceding paragraph, the implementation variable associated with *x is
A1 , so d(z) = d(x) U d(A1 ).

Note that a data value can be referenced through many levels of indirection. For example,
x can contain the address of a variable y, which itself contains an address, and so on. In such
cases, the data dependency is calculated by taking the union of the data dependencies of all the
implem' ntation variables associated with the particular reference. Since the code that we are
investigating uses at most one level of indirection, we currently support only one level of indirection
in our data dependency traces. Extending our model to handle arbitrary indirection is not difficult;
we have simply chosen not to do so at the present time.

3.3.3 Program Environment Dependency

Entering a Block

The program environment dependency captures the dependencies associated with a particular place
in the code. The program environment associates a set of dependencies with the current statement
being executed. That is, d(env) contains those processors that (either directly or indirectly) have
influence over the execution of the current statement.
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Example:

Given (dependencies before execution of the code segment)

d(3) = {default}

d(4) = {default}

d(5) = {default}
d(x) = processorr}

d(z) = {processor2}
d(env) = {processor3}

Code Segment

if (x == 5)
z = 3;

else {x $ 5}
z = 4;

In the above code segment, notice that whether or not the assignment statement z = 3; or z = 4;
gets executed depends on the outcome of the Boolean test (x == 5). Thus we can conclude that all
processors that can influence the outcome of this test can influence whether the assignment z = 3;
gets executed. That is, d(z) = d(3)Ud(x)Ud(5)Ud(env). However, since many statements (including
other if statements) may be executed in an if block, keeping track of the tacit influence of processors
becomes a real problem. The standard programming language solution of maintaining environments

is used to deal with this dilemma. That is, upon entry into a new block, the envronment is updated
to reflect which processors participated in this transition. In other words, upon entering the if
block, d(env) is updated in the following manner:

d(env) = d(env) U d(x) U d(5)

Once this update has been performed, the standard assignment update method may be used:

d(z) = d(3) U d(env).

Exiting a Block

Whenever a block is exited, an environment update needs to occur. The processors that were added

to the environment during entry of the block need to be removed from the environment upon exit
of the block, since they no longer affect the execution of statements. To accomplish this, one simply
needs to keep track of the added dependencies for every given block and remove the appropriate
dependencies upon block exit. This is not too difficult if one models the environment as a stack of
lists. In such a model, a block exit corresponds to a stack pop.
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3.4 Formal Tracing of the Dependencies of Variables and Envi-

ronments

The dependency of a variable can change only through assignment. We define the data dependency
of variables in a top-down fashion. That is, the dependency of a variable is defined in terms of the
dependencies of the constituents (i.e., expression) to which the variable is assigned. Similarly, the
data dependency of an expression is defined in terms of its constituents. This approach gives us a
methodology for tracing the dependencies of variables. Another dependency that we are interested

in tracing is the dependency of the environment. The if-then example given in the preceding section
demonstrated the importance of tracing the environment. We view the environment as a variable

that implicitly exists during the entire execution of a C program. We denote this variable by env.
We represent the env variable as a variable of type stack, where we assume that the data type
stack is understood. To trace the environment, we need to explicitly reference the block begin and
block end constructs of C (note that we also require that the body of every conditional statement
be enclosed by "{" and "}" symbols). That is, we need to define the effect that the "{" and
"}" symbols have on the env variable. Entering an environment (i.e., executing the block enter
statement) amounts to pushing a dependency list onto the env stack, and exiting an environment
(i.e., executing a block exit statement) amounts to popping the stack. Clearly env is well defined.
To distinguish the env variable from program variables, we define a function dep that takes a code
segment c and an environment variable env and that returns the new environment that is created
by executing c in the environment env. And finally, for the sake of completeness we define the
function U' denoting union between a set and a stack. Given a set s, and a stack, U' is performed
by extracting all the elements from the stack and performing the union of these elements with the
set s.

Having defined a model that allows us to trace the dependencies of the environment variable, we
now take advantage of some assumptions that we have made in order to make some simplifications
to our model. Recall that we require the body of every conditional statement to be enclosed by
"{" and "}" symbols. With this in mind we view the symbolic execution of the code segment "if
< BE> { body }" as consisting of the following parts:

1. if < BE > { - in this part if the Boolean expression < BE > is true, then push d(BE) onto
the environment stack and symbolically execute the code segment "body }".

2. body } - to symbolically execute this code segment, symbolically execute the code segment
"body" and then symbolically execute the code segment "}".

3. } - to symbolically execute this code segment, perform a pop on the environment stack.

Essentially what we are doing is to pushing a dependency list onto the environment stack
the moment we encounter an if-statement. We can do this because our assumption that every

conditional must have a body enclosed by "{" and "}" symbols makes the "{" symbol redundant.
(The reason for doing this is motivated purely by practical considerations.)

To formally define the dependencies of variables and programming environments, we define the
syntax of C using BNF notation. It should be noted that our BNF description is not complete;

however, our description does explicitly define the constructs that we are interested in. We assume
that the reader is familiar enough with C to supply the missing information.
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3.4.1 Syntax

: <c._statement >

< statement >;< c-statement > j < statement >

< begin>

< end >

< statement >

< Assignment >

<Conditional >

<ID>
< ident >

<expr>

<abstract-function>

<BE>

:: < Assignment > I <Conditional >

:=< ID >=<ex pr >

::= if <expr> then
<begin > < c..statement > < r 4 1>

else

<begin > < statement > < end >

::=<ident >jI <ident > -> <ident >
::= identifier

<expr> + <expr>|I <expr> - <expr>

|<expr> * <expr>|<expr> / <expr>

| <BE> I|<abstract-functi - |<ID>

::= validate(<expr>, <expr>)
I vote(<expr>,<expr>,<expr>)

<expr> < <expr> I|<expr> > <expr>
|<expr> == <expr> I|<expr> ! = <expr>

<expr> ||I<expr>I<exrpr > && <expr>

Note: The < abstract.f unction > nonterminal denotes a function that we have created. This

function is not a primitive operation of the C programming language. However, from a standpoint

of defining dependencies, this function should be viewed as a primitive (i.e., nondecomposable)
function.

3.4.2 Definitions

In this section we define the dependencies of various constructs in the C programming language.

(Note that we have not proved that these constructs actually have these dependencies; we simply

define the dependencies.) In the section following this one we shall prove that the semantics

of C do indeed imply these dependencies. The identifier env denotes the environment in which

the constructs are executed. We begin with the assumption that the data dependencies of all

implementation variables are known. We then use this assumption to define the dependencies of C

constructs. This will be done in a fashion similar to the one that is used to denotationally define

the semantics of a programming language.
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1. We adopt the following notation:

(a) e, el, e2, e3- denote variables of type <expr >.

(b) id- denotes a variable of type <ID >.

(c) i, i1, i2 - denote variables of type <ident>.

2. Dependencies of Arithmetic Expressions

(a) d(ei + e2) = d(e 1) U d(e 2) U' d(env)

(b) d(ei - e2) d d(e ) U d(e2) U' d(env)

(c) d(ei * e2 ) = d(ei) U d(e 2 ) U' d(env)

(d) d(ei/e 2) d d(e1) U d(e2 ) U' d(env)

3. Dependencies of Variables Occurring in Expressions

(a) d(i)d= d(implementation.id(i))

(b) d(ii - > i2) =fd(implementation.id(ii)) U d(implementation.id(i 2))

4. Dependencies of Abstract Functions

(a) d(validate(ei, e2)) =e d(e1) fl d(e2) U' d(env)

(b) d(vote(ei, e2 , e3 )) =fd(e1) fl d(e2) fl d(e3) U' d(env)

5. Dependencies of Boolean Expressions

(a) d(ei < e2) = d(ei) U d(e2 ) U' d(env)

(b) d(ei > e 2 ) =fd(ei) U d(e2 ) U' d(env)

(c) d(ei == e2 ) dfd(ej) U d(e2) U' d(env)

(d) d(ei!= e 2 ) =fd(e) U d(e2 ) U' d(env)

(e) d(eiI|e2) =fd(ei) U d(e2 ) U' d(env)

(f) d(e1&&e 2 ) =fd(e1) U d(e2 ) U' d(env)

6. Dependencies of Variables Occurring on the Left-Hand Side of Assignment Statements. (Re-
call that we are only supporting a single level of indirection.)

Form of Statement: id = e

(a) d(implementation-id(i)) =e d(e)U d(env)
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(b) d(implementation.id(ii - > i2 )) dNf d(ii) U d(e) U d(env)

7. Dependencies of Environments

(a) dep(if < BE > then < begin >, env) e push(d(< BE >, env)

(b) dep(<end >,env) = pop(env)

3.4.3 Proofs of Definitions

In this section we prove that the data dependency definitions that we have given the various C
constructs are indeed the correct ones. Since many of the proofs are similar, we shall not give all
of them. Instead, we shall give only a few representative proofs. Also, for these proofs, we assume

that the semantics of the C programming language is known.

1. Proof of the definition of d(e1 + e 2 ).

(a) Clearly there exists a change that can be made to e so that the value of the expression

el + e2 will change. Thus d(e1 + e 2) is data dependent on (e).

( ) Clearly there exists a change that can be made to e2 so that the value of the expression
e1 + e2 will change. Thus d(e1 + e2) is also data deperld tit on d(e2 ).

(c) The data dependency of any varible that could have prevented the execution of the
program to reach the expression e1 + e2 must be part of the data dependency of the
computed value of the expression e1 + e2 . The dependencies of these influencing variables
as well as the dependency of the processor on which the value of the expression e + e2
is being computed are all contained in the environment variable, env. Thus d(e1 + e 2 )
contains d(env).

2. Proof of the definition of d(validate(ei, e2 )). The proof of this definition relies on the fact
that the function validate is defined on a restricted domain. The domain for which this
function is defined consists of three fault containment regions, {Pd, Pb, P}, which satisfy the
following properties:

(a) At any given time, at least two of the three fault containment regions will be functioning
correctly.

(b) The two fault containment regions that are functioning correctly have sensor readings
that agree.

(c) If a sensor reading of a fault containment region, Pi, does not agree with the sensor
reading of any other fault containment region, then the fault containment region, Pi, is
not functioning correctly (i.e., it is experiencing a fault).

(d) The parameter e1 contains information stating whether or not the sensor readings in I
and P agree with one another. Similarly, the parameter e2 contains information stating
whether or not the sensors in Pi and Pk agree with one another. For example, if we
let i = a,j = b, and k = c, then e 1 contains information stating whether or not the
sensor readings in Pa and P6 agree with one another. The parameter c2 will contain
information stating whether or not the sensor readings in Pa and 1% agree with one
another.
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The function validate performs an or operation on the sensor agreement data of its two input

parameters. On an unrestricted domain, such an operation would perform a union of the
data dependencies of both data items. Ilowever, in this case, because the restricted domain,
the result of the or operation is data dependent on the intersection of the data dependencies
of both data items. To see why this is so, we simply apply the definition of data dependency
given in Section 2.2.

Initially we consider an unrestricted domain, D, whose elements consist of three fault contain-
ment regions. These fault containment regions may be functioning correctly or incorrectly.
Furthermore, a sensor reading is associated with each fault containment region. Thus an
element of D is a tuple having the following form:

regionala , sensora, regionn, sensors,), (region,, sensor)>.

An instance of such a tuple is <(correct, 95), (incorrect, 65), (correct, 78)>.

We now partition D into equivalence classes based on whether the various fault containment
regions are functioning correctly or incorrectly, as well as whether the various sensor readings
agree with one another. We use the following two predicates to partition the elements of D:

" Correct(i,d) - a predicate that accepts a region (i.e., regiona,regionb, or region) as
its first element and which accepts an element of the domain D as its second element.
The predicate Correct returns the true if region "i" is functioning correctly and false

otherwise.

Examples:

Correct(a, <(correct,80),(correct,90),(incorrect, 55)>) = true

Correct(b, <(incorrect, 80), (correct, 90), (incorrect, 55)>) = false

Correct(a, <(correct, 80), (incorrect, 90), (incorrect, 55)>) = true

* Agree(i,j,d) - a predicate that accepts two regions, "i" and "j", along with an element
of D as its input, and that returns the value true if the sensor values of region "i" and
region "j" agree and that returns false otherwise.

Examples:

Agree(a, region, <(incorrect,80), (correct,80), (correct,70)>) = true

Agree(a, region, <(incorrect, 80), (correct, 80), (correct, 70)>) = false

Agree(c, region, <(correct,80), (correct,80), (correct,80)>) = true

By using the predicates just described, we can partition the domain D into forty equivalence
classes based on variations of the following clause:

Correct(a, d) A Correct(b, d) A Correct(c, d)

A Agree(a, b, d) A Agree(a, c, d) A Agree(b, c, d)

Example:

(a) E1 = {d I d E D A

Correct(a, d) A Correct(b, d) A Correct(c,d)

A -,Agree(a, b, d) A -,Agree(a, c, d) A Agree(b,ce, d)}
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(b) E2 = {d I d E D A
-'Correct(a, d) A Correct(b, d) A Correct(c, d)

A ,Agree(a, b, d) A -Agree(a, c, d) A Agree(b, c, d)}

Note that since (1) Agree(i, j, d) = Agree(j, i, d) and (2)(Agree(i, j, d) A Agree(i, k, d) =
Agree(j, k), there are only forty equivalence classes instead of sixty-four as one might initially

guess.

After partitioning D into equivalence classes, we now construct a graph, GD as described in
Section 2.2. In this graph, an edge connects two equivalence classes, E 1 and E2 , if there
exists an element d2 E E2 that can be obtained from an element d E E1 by making a change
to a single (region, sensor) pair in d1 , or vice versa.

Examples:

" From the element d =< (incorrect, 80), (correct, 60), (correct, 70)> the element /line-
break <(correct, 80), (correct, 60), (correct, 70)> can be obtained by making a change
to a single (region, sensor) pair in d.

" From the element d =< (incorrect..80), (correct, 60), (correct, 70)> the element /line-
break <(correct, 70), (correct, 60), (correct, 70)> can be obtained by making a change
to a single (region, sensor) pair in d.

" From the element d =< (incorrect, 80), (correct, 60), (correct, 70)> the element /line-
break < (correct, 60), (incorrect, 60), (correct, 70)> cannot be obtained by making a
change to a single (region, sensor) pair in d. In this case the element can be obtained
by making a change to two (region, sensor) pairs in d.

After we complete the construction of GD, we consider the effects that are brought about by
placing the restrictions on D that were mentioned at the beginning of this proof. Restricting
the domain D, yielding a domain D', in such a way will cause the removal of many vertices
and edges from GD. The resulting graph, GD', which is obtained from D', contains only four
vertices and four edges. The vertices define the following equivalence classes:

S E = {d I d E D A

Correct(a, d) A Correct(b, d) A Correct(c, d)

A Agree(a, b, d) A Agree(a, c, d) A Agree(b, c, d)}

* E2={d I d E D A

-'Correct(a, d) A Correct(b, d) A Correct(c, d)

A -'Agree(a, b, d) A -'Agree(a, c, d) A Agree(b, c, d)}

* E3 = {d I d E D A

Correct(a, d) A -,Correct(b, d) A Correct(c, d)

A -,Agree(a, b, d) A Agree(a, c, d) A -iAgree(b, c, d)}

SE4 = {d I d E D A

Correct(a, d) A Correct(b, d) A -Correct(c, d)

A Agree(a,b,d) A -Agree(a,c,d) A -'Agree(b,c,d)}
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E4

El E3

E2

Graph GD

We have now reached a point where we can consider the data dependency of the function
validate. The function validate takes Boolean inputs el and e 2 as arguments and performs
a Boolean or on them. The inputs el and e2 contain the Boolean outcome from asking
whether the sensors in two distinct regions agree with one another. We require that any call
made to validate implicitly mention all three of the fault containment regions. For exam ple,
validate((a A b), (a A c)) is a legal call to the function validate. The call validate((a A
b), (a A b)) is not a legal call to the function validate.

We now determine the data dependency created by operation validate on our domain D'.

Without loss of generality, we let the parameter el contain information regarding whether
the sensor in region a and the sensor in region b agree with one another. Similarly we let

the parameter e2 contain information regarding whether the sensors in region a and region c

agree with one another. If sensor a and sensor b agree, then the element we are considering
must lie in equivalence class El or E4 of the domain D'. If sensor a and sensor b disagree,
then the element we are considering must lie in equivalence class E2 or E3 . Similarly, if sensor
a and sensor c agree, then the element we are considering must lie in E1 or E3 , and if sensor
a and sensor c do not agree, then the element must lie in E2 or E4 .

We now have four cases to consider based on whether sensor a and sensor b agree and whethi!r
sensor a and sensor c agree:

Case 1 (a and b agree) and (a and c agree). We are considering an element in equivalence

class E1. In this case, for the graph GD', an a - transition (see Section 2.2 for a
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definition of this term) can be made that will alter the outcome of the result returned
from validate. No b - transition or a c - transition can be made that will affect the
result returned from validate. Thus we conclude that in this case the function validate

is data dependent on {Pa}.

Case 2 (a and b agree) and (a and c do not agree). We are considering an element in

equivalence class E4 . In GD', only one edge contains E4 as an endpoint, and this edge is
a c - transition. Traversing this edge wiP result in the arrival at E1. In either case, the
output of the function call to validate remains unchanged. Thus we conclude that in
this case the output is not data dependent on the data item c. In this case we conclude
that the output is not data dependent on any of its inputs since there does not exist
a legal change that can be made to a, b, or c that can affect the output returned from
validate. (For more on this type of data dependency, see the Appendix B.)

Case 3 (a and b do not agree) and (a and c agree). Similar to case 2 except that b and c are

playing reversed roles.

Case 4 (a and b do not agree) and (a and c do not agree). We are considering an element

in equivalence class E2. In this case, an a - transition can he made that will alter the
result returned from validate. Thus we conclude that in this case the result returned
from the function validate is data dependent on {Pa}.

From the case analysis given above, it follows that the data dependency of the result that is
returned from the function validate can indeed be computed b4 taking the intersection of

the data dependencies of its input arguments. Q.E.D.

3. Proof of the data dependency definition of the function vote. This proof is essentially the

same as the proof we have just given for the data dependency of the function validate. We
therefore omit this proof.

4. Proof of the data dependency definitions of the remaining definitions. These proofs are
straightforward and will therefore be omitted.

3.5 First-Order Representation of C Programs

A program can be thought of as a mapping from an initial state to a final state, where the state
consists of all the input, output, and local variables that participate in this process. Given such a
model, one can think of the execution of a program statement as a function that alters the state in
some clearly defined way.

When symbolically executing a specific path of a program, one needs to keep track of the state
as well as which instruction comes next on the path under consideration. Thus, symbolic execution
can be thought of as an alternating sequence of (1) arriving at a state and (2) changing a state. In
the actual execution of the program, the time spent between the execution of one instruction and
the next corresponds to (1), and the time spent executing an instruction corresponds to (2).

We have modeled this process with the following type of clause:

-,Place(Q..instr,State)I Trans(Next..QJnstr,some..function,State).

where

" Qinstr is a constant that indicates which program instruction should be executed next on
the current execution path,
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* State is the state of all the variables participating in the execution of the program,

" NextQinstr is the instruction following Qinstr on the execution path, and

* some-function is the state change brought about by the execution of Qinstr.

An English translation of the above clause is: If the next instruction on your path is Qinstr,

then you can execute this instruction by performing somefunction on the state. Once this is done,

the next instruction on the execution path is Next-Qinstr.
This works well for nonbranching instructions (i.e., instructions where NextLQ.instr is fixed).

Branching instructions are handled by the addition of literals to a clause having the above described
form. The extra literals represent what must be true in order for the Boolean expression within the
branching instruction to evaluate to true. Conceptually, these literals prevent or allow branches to
be taken.

Given a program that is represented in this manner, and given a description of a path of

execution, one can symbolically execute the program with the following axiom:

-'Place(xL.Q.instr, x.State)

I -,Trans(x2.Qinstr, xlunction, x.-State)
I Place(x2.Qinstr, Update(x..State, xfunction)).

The function Update is a demodulator that performs the proper state changes when the instruc-
tion defined by function is executed.

The following is a more detailed description of the clausal form we have used.

Predicates and Functions

1. Place(x,y) - a predicate that contains information about the current state of the program
that is being symbolically executed, as well as which instruction is to be executed.

2. State : STATE(env, var.list) - a function containing two arguments. The first is a list that
contains all the environment information and has the structure A..list(stack .rest, stack-top),
where stack-rest and stack.top are lists, and have a structure which allows earlier environ-

ments to be recovered in a straightforward manner. The second argument is a list that
contains the dependency lists and values for the variables needed by the program. This list
has the following form:

Alist(item(varid, var-value, dependency.list), rest).

3. Transition: Trans(Q.state, somelun(argl, arg2,...), State) - a predicate that is used to define
what changes need to be made in order for a state change to occur. Here, Q-state and State

are the same as above, and someiun is used to describe the effect the transition has on the

State. The following is a list of some typical functions :

(a) Asn(x.left, x.right) - assignment : x.Jeft = x..right;

(b) Asn(x,Add(y,z)) - addition : x = Add(y,z);

(c) Asn(x,f(y)) - a call to a user created function f : x = f(y);
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Transitions

1. Assignment. An assignment can be thought of as a transition from one place to another place,
where the transition that gets you from place to place alters the state of the program. In
this model this amounts to altering the value of a variable id, as well as its dependency list.
Notice that we have not yet reached a new place; we have simply stated the conditions under
which a transition can occur.

-iPlace(Q1, State)

I Trans(Q2 , Asn(xassign.toid, value), State)

2. Entering a block. The change to the state here involves updating the env list appropriately.

, Place(Q1, X1.d, X2d, ... , Xnd, State)

Equal( id1 , id2 )

| Lt( x, y)

I Trans(Q2 , New..Env(Aiist( id1 ,

A..list( id2 ,

Aiist( x,

Alist( y, NIL)

)

)
)

State

3. Exiting a block.

-,Place(Q1 , X1,d, X...,d ),State)

I Trans(Q2 , Pop, State).

Notice that we do not need to know the connections between states. In an indirect fashion
this information is captured in the x.State variable which occurs both in the existing Place
clause and in the Trans clause.
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Chapter 4

Parity

The code segment that we wished to analyze was the Parity program from Draper Labs. Parity is
a program that is given information about a set of sensors (anywhere from 1 to 8 sensors can be
passed to Parity) which are presumably all trying to determine the flow within a system. Parity uses
an intricate comparison algorithm to determine what it thinks the true flow of the system is. This

is essentially determined by trying to find the largest subset of the original set of sensors that are

in agreement with each other, and then computing the flow by taking a weighted average. Certain
flags can be set by the programmer to allow for a more conservative or more radical estimate to be

made. (There is actually a little more to it than that, but the details are irrelevant to this paper.)
While careful study of the program did allow us to determine the set of execution paths, this

set turned out to be far too large to be manageable. We soon realized that in order to prove the
theorem we wished, we would have to rewrite the Draper Labs Parity program to suit our needs.

This process involved the following two steps:

1. Determine a functional specification from a combination of the functional behavior of Parity

and the parameters and requirements of our specific problem.

2. Partition the functionality and write the code in such a way that the exponential growth of
execution paths that need to be considered is eliminated.

The specification we used is given in Figure 1. This flow net represents the structure of a program
by depicting control and data flows as well as abstract functional specifications for individual

modules. To demonstrate that the total system is tolerant on single failures, we must show that
the result of our version of Parity depends only on the processor on which the program is executing.

Our final program consisted of the following functions:

1. Parity2 - This function is given information about two sensors and, based on this information,
makes a decision as to whether the two sensor readings agree or disagree with one another.

2. Validate-sensor - This function is given information about a sensor, as well as the results from
some calls to Parity2 that the sensor participated in. Based on this information, the sensor
information is updated. Sensors can be marked good (their readings are trusted) or bad (the

sensor is considered to be malfunctioning). (There are also several intermediate states which
a sensor can be in, but the details are not important, and we shall not go into them here.)

3. Generate-a-trip - 't'his function is given a sensor and a value. Based on this information, it
determinates whether to recommend a plant trip.
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4. Vote ontrip - This is basically a two-out-of-three vote on whether to trip the plant. If at
least two sensors recommend a trip, then a trip is recommended.

An informal English version of the theorem we wish to prove is as follows:

Given that all of the above functions are executed on the same processor (call this processor pa),
that sensor readings come from three processors (pa, Pb and pc), and that at most one of the three

processors is experiencing a fault, is the trip recommendation returned by the function VoteonAtrip
dependent solely upon pa?

At this point, we have code segments that have the properties we desire. We have the cut points
we wish, and we know what needs to be true at every cut point in order for the theorem to hold.
The next step in. the verification process is to transform the code segments into a form that we
can logically manipulate and from which we can determine the dependency sets for all variables of

interest. This involves symbolic execution of the code segments while keeping track of the changing
dependency sets for the variables of interest.

To this end, we chose to use OTTER [3], an automated reasoning program that can be used to
symbolically execute and reason about a first-order representation of program statements. In such

a representation, a program is described by a set of clauses that are presented to OTTER, along

with clauses defining preconditions, assumptions, and other relevant information. OTTER then

deduces new clauses. In our case, deduction of new clauses corresponds to symbolic execution of

the code segment represented. The clauses are constructed in such a way that we can keep track

of the dependencies of the various program variables. (The use of OTTER was further motivated

by the fact that our future work will require a representation that will rely heavily on the ability

to reason about a program.)
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Chapter 5

Results and Conclusions

To date, we have accomplished the first step of the overall proof. That is, we have proven that our
version of the parity program has the expected dependencies. This proof was not difficult, and we
expect similar results for the remaining steps.

Our most important conclusion is that the code being verified must be written in a manner
that makes program verification possible. We believe that the requirements necessary for program
verification are as follows:

1. ER(c) = E(c) ... approximately. The reason for this is that E(c) is a very manageable set,
while ER(c) can be very troublesome. A theoretical reason for this is that E(c) is con-
structable, while membership in ER(c) is undecidable. From a practical point of view this
amounts to the difference between proving a theorem by (1) demonstrating that all paths
through a segment of code preserve an invariant, and (2) demonstrating that paths that do
not preserve the invariant are not members of ER(c). An example of this is when a human is
verifying (or trying to understand) a segment of code. The more he/she needs to remember
at any given time, the more difficult the verification or understanding process becomes.

We note that programs can be written with the property that some paths might preserve the
desired invariant, but are not in ER(c). Programs with this property do not present any any
problems since method (1) (as described above) can be used to prove the invariant. Thus,

ER(c) need not be exactly equal to E(c).

2. Clear cut points exist at frequent and regular intervals.

If the author of the program is also the person responsible for the success of the verification
project, then code can be designed from the beginning with these points in mind. If this is not
the case, then usually some rewriting will be necessary by the program verification team. In
general, this amounts to breaking down a large program into a sequence of specialized procedure
and function calls. This partitioning needs to be done with the essence of the problem in mind.
That is, modularity should serve not only to abstract implementation details but also to separate
functional concerns at the higher level of abstraction. If the original program is very large, then
further iterations of this breaking-down process might be in order. We believe that this step is so
important to the program verification procedure that a majority of the time should be devoted to
it. (As our work continues, we should be able to be more specific about the value of majority.)
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Appendix A

A Function Whose Value Is Not
Constant

Given a domain D = (int x bool) x (int x bool) x (int x bool), we define a subdomain D' consisting
of all those elements in D that satisfy the following properties:

" Input elements have at least one component that has the value true as its Boolean value.

1. (x.bool = true A y.bool = true) -+ (x.int = y.int)

2. (x.bool = true A z.bool = true) -+ (x.int = z.int)

3. (y.bool = true A z.bool = true) -+ (y.int = z.int)

4. (x.bool = false) -- (x.int # y.int A x.int # z.int)

5. (y.bool = false) -+ (y.int # x.int A y.int $ z.int)

6. (z.bool = false) -+ (z.int $ x.int A z.int # y.int)

We now define a function f' as follows:

1. Structural definition of f'.

f': D' - int

2. Definition of the body of f'.

f'(x, y, z) = if (x.bool == true) then return(x.int)
if (y.bool == true) then return(y.int)
if (z.bool == true) then return(z.int)

else return(error)

Theorem 1 Let <x, y, z> represent an arbitrary element in the domain D'. The e does not exist

a function g' accepting only x, y, or z such that g' - f'.

Proof: For an arbitrary element, < x, y, z >E D', we shall show that there does not exist a
function g' accepting x such that g' = f'. Since x, y, and z are symmetric, it follows that no
function g' accepting only one of x, y, or z as input can be equivalent to f'.
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Let el =< (3, false), (4, true),(4, true) >.
Let e2 =< (3, false), (5, true),(5,true) >.

Now el and e2 are both elements of D'. By definition f'(ei) = 4, and f'(e2 ) = 5. Since el and
e2 both have the same x component, any function g' of component x will not be able to distinguish

between el and e2 . Hence g'(x) cannot produce the same output as both f'(e1 ) and f'(e2 ). Q.E.D.
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Appendix B

Determining the Data Dependency
of a Function An Example

In this section we show how the refined definition of data dependency presented in Section 2.2 can
be used to determine the data dependency of the function f' discussed in Section 2.1.

Given a domain D = (int x bool) x (int x bool) x (int x bool), we define a subdomain D' consisting
of all those elements in D that satisfy the following properties:

" Elements have at least one component that has the value true as its Boolean value.

" Elements must satisfy the following constraints:

1. (x.bool = true A y.bool = true) -+ (x.int = y.int)

2. (x.bool = true A z.bool = true) -+ (x.int = z.int)

3. (y.bool = true A z.bool = true) - (y.int = z.int)

4. (x.bool = false) -* (x.int # y.int A x.int # z.int)

5. (y.bool = false) -+ (y.int $ x.int A y.int $ z.int)

6. (z.bool = false) - (z.int # x.int A z.int # y.int)

In Section 2.2 we defined a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of D1 and the
vertices of a hypercube. This approach was successful because the domain D1 was finite. The
domain D which we have defined above is infinite. Creating a one-to-one correspondence between
the elements of D and the vertices of a hypercube would produce a rather large graph. This graph
would be difficult to reason about. Realizing this difficulty, we chose to partition the domain D
into eight regions. The reason for this is because an element of D can have one of eight different
Boolean values (e.g., x.bool = true, y.bool = false, z.bool = true). After partioning D, we establish
a one-to-one correspondence between the partitions of D and the vertices of a three-dimensional
hypercube. The edges in this hypercube connect vertices (i.e., Boolean regions) which differ in a
single component. For example, the vertex denoting those elements in D that have x.bool = true,
y.bool = true, and z.bool = false has an edge to the vertex denoting those elements in D that have
x.bool = false, y.bool = true, and z.bool = false.

Thus D is partitioned into eight regions as follows:

" Region 1. {(x, y, z) 1 x.bool A y.bool A z.bool}
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" Region 2. {(x, y, z) I x.bool A y.bool A -z.bool}
" Region 3. {(x, y, z) I x.bool A -y.bool A z.bool}

" Region 4. {(x,y,z) x.bool A -y.bool A -z.bool}
" Region 5. {(x,y,z)I

* Region 6. {(x,y,z)I

-'x.bool A y.bool A z.bool}

-'x.bool A y.bool A -z.bool}

* Region 7. {(x, y, z) I -x.bool A -y.bool A z.bool}

* Region 8. {(x, y,z) I -x.bool A -y.bool A -z.bool}
We obtain the following hypercube:

5 7

1 3

Figure b1. Hypercube for D

After the hypercube for D has been constructed, we consider which edges and vertices are

removed by the domain restrictions given for the subdomain D'. By examining the restrictions,
we can conclude that the vertex denoting region 8 should be removed from our hypercube as well

as any edges that contain this vertex as an endpoint. Removing this vertex and its corresponding

edges is like intersecting the hypercube with a hyperplane. What is left looks like the following:
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5 7

1 3

6

2

Figure b2. Graph for D'

We now define a function f' as follows:

1. Structural definition of f'.

f' : D'-+ int

2. Definition of the body of f'.

f'(x, y, z) = if (x.bool == true) then return(x.int)
if (y.bool == true) then return(y.int)
if (z.bool == true) then return(z.int)
else return(error)

Given the model of D' described above, we now show that (1) there does not exist a function g'
that accepts fewer inputs than f' such that g' 2 f', and 2) the function f' is not data dependent on
any components (i.e., x, y, or z) of its input element. In Appendix A, it was proven that no function
g' accepting a single component of D' (e.g., x, y, or z) can be constructed such that g' - f'. A
similar argument can be used to show that no function h' accepting two components of D' (e.g.,
(x, y), (x, z), or (y, z)) can be constructed such that h' 2 f'.

To prove part (2) we need to examine the kinds of transitions that can occur in our graphical
representation of the domain D' (see Fig. b2). From this figure we see that only transitions between
vertices (1, 2), (1, 3), (1,5), (2,4), (3,7), (5,6), and (5,7) are possible. Consider an arbitrary element
el that belongs to vertex 1 (i.e., the element is in region 1), and another element e2 that belongs
to vertex 2 such that el can be obtained from e2 by making a change to a single component of
e 2 . Examination of the definition of f' shows that for such a pair of elements, the output of the
function ft remains unchanged. That is, f'(ei) 2 f'(e,).

Let us define R as a predicate that accepts two elements w1 , and w 2, from the domain D', and
that returns true if w1 = w2 , or if there exists a way to obtain one element from the other by making
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one change to either element. For example, if R(wi, w2 ) is true, then it is possible to change a

single component of wi obtaining an element wi such that w' = tw2 . Similarly, if R(w1 , w 2 ) is true,
then it is possible to change a single component of w 2 obtaining an element w2 such that w2 = wi.

Formally stated, the following holds for the function f'.

Vwi E D', w2 E D' :R(wl, w2) -+(f'(wi) a '(w2))

Proving that f' has the property stated above can be done by an examination of the definition
of f' and by case analysis. As the details of this proof are tedious but rather simple, we do not

give them.
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Appendix C

The Code, Flowchart, and Flow Net
for the Subroutine Parity2

This section contains the code segment whose data dependency we formally verified. It should be
noted that this code segment is just a piece of the program whose data dependency we plan to verify.
Following the code is a traditional flowchart of parity2. Following the flowchart we present a flow
net description of parity2. It is this flow net that we shall symbolically execute in our verification
of parity2. The TAMPR transformation system can be used to generate a first-order representation

of a flow net from a segment of code.
For the code given below, and under the assumption that sensors is dependent on {Pa}

and that sensor2 is dependent on {Pb}, we are interested in formally verifying that the data
in variable sensorl- >agree_1_2 is dependent on {Pa, Pb}. To determine the data dependency of
sensori- >agree_1_2, we symbolically execute all the relevant paths in the set E(parity2). For par-
ity2 this amounts to five paths. Appendix E contains the theorems associated with the verification
of each of these paths.

Following the procedure parity2 is a flowchart corresponding to parity2. In this flowchart, boxes
and ovals denote instructions. We assume that the reader is familiar with this type of flowchart.
The figure following the flowchart is a flow net representation of parity2. Notice that in this figure
bars denote instructions and circles denote the state of execution between instructions. States are
labeled Q1 through Q20. This is the same numbering that is used in our first order representation

of parity2.

#include "sensor. def"

#define ON.SCALE I
#define LOW 2
#define HIGH 3

*define DISAGREE 0
#define AGREE 1

/* ********************************************************************** */

/------------------------- parity2--------------------------------- *
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********************************************************************** */

Input

sensors - a pointer to a structure which contains all the

relevant information regarding sensor.

sensor2 - a pcinter to a structure which contains all the

relevant information regarding sensor2.

Input Assumptions :

We are assuming that if a sensor is functioning properly, then

it cannot register a flow which is higher than sensor->high nor

can it register a flow which is lower than sensor->low. However,

we do not exclude the possiblilty that, due to noise or a

malfunction, a sensor might register a value which is too high

or too low. If either sensor or sensor2 registers a value which

is out of legal range we conclude that the current readings of

sensor and sensor2 do NOT agree with one another.

Output :

The variable "agree-1-2" is sensor is updated to reflect whether or

not sensor readings 1 and 2 agree.

IMPORTANT : With the current algorithm. It is possible for a sensor

to read within 3*errorbound of the true flow, and still
be considered GOOD. Appropriate adjustments need to be

made if this is not acceptable. One possible adjustment

would be to re-define the error..bound to 2/3 of

its' original value.

Example : Let error-bound = 5

sensor = 90
sensor2 = 80
True.Flow = 95

Notice sensor and sensor2 agree. In closing it should be

noted that this is the worst case for a 3 sensor system.

If however, we make the assumption (which we do) that a

"bad" reading cannot agree with any other reading, then

the above problem goes away.

*********************************************************************** */
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parity2(sensorl, sensor2)

struct sensor sensorsl;

struct sensor *sensor2;

{
int inboundssensorl, inboundssensor2;

int in-bounds;

int result;

float delta;

1: inboundssensorl = ( (sensorl->low <= sensorl->currentreading)

U (sensori->currentreading <= sensorl->high) );

2: inboundssensor2 = ( (sensor2->low <= sensor2->currentreading)

&t (sensor2->currentreading <= sensor2->high) );

/* this assignment is done to simplify the verification of the code */

3: in-bounds = (inboundssensorl && inboundssensor2);

4: if (in-bounds)

5: {
6: delta =(float) (sensori->currentreading - sensor2->currentreading);

/* absolute value is taken in the following way because of TAMPR */

7: if (delta < 0.0)

8: {
9: delta = -delta;

10: }
11: else

12: {
/* this else clause is necessary to keep track of any passive

dependencies which arise from the evaluation of the boolean

expression "(delta < 0.0)" in the "if-statement". For more

on this see section 3.3 Note, we ultimately plan to do away

with the need to write such "else clauses", however

currently we require every "if-statement" to be accompanied

by an "else clause". */

13: delta = delta;

14: }

15: if ( delta < (sensori->errorbound + sensor2->errorbound) )
16: {
17: result = AGREE;

18: }

19: else

20: {
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21: result = DISAGREE;
22: }
23: } /* end if */

24: else /* at least one sensor is out of bounds */
25: {

/* recall we are assuming that a sensor will never read a

value which is lower that sensor->low and that it will

never read a value which is higher than sensor->high.

Therefore, if this branch ever gets executed, an
error has occurred. In this case we will assume that
the sensor and sensor2 do not agree with each other. */

26: result = DISAGREE;

27: } /* end else */

28: sensorl->agree_1.2 = result;
29: }

/* ******************************************************************** */

/* ------------------------ end parity2-------------------------------*
/* ******************************************************************** */
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1 in_bounds_sensori -

2: inboundssensor2 -

3 : inbounds -

4: if (inbounds)

6: delta -

7: if (delta < 0.0)

9: delta - delta. 13: delta - delta

10: 14:}

rJ if (deta <.

17: result - AGREE 21: result - DISAGREE

18: 22:

26: result =DISAGREE

27: 1

I'

23: I

28: sensors >agree_1_2 -

Figure cl. Flowchart for parity 2
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Appendix D

OTTER Clauses for Parity2

This section contains the first-order representation of the code segment given in the preceding
section. We also mention in which list (i.e., set of support, list(sos), or axiom set, list(axioms))

these clauses belong.

list(axioms).

? in-bounds.sensorl = ( (sensorl->low <= sensorl->currentreading) );

% k& (sensorl->current.reading <= sensorl->high) );

-Place(QA1,x.State)

I Trans(Q.2,Asn(Cin-bounds-sensorl,
AND(LE(Struct-Lookup(Csensorl,Clow),

Struct.Lookup(Csensorl,Ccurrent.reading)),

LE(Struct-Lookup(Csensorl,Ccurrent-reading),

Struct.Lookup(Csensorl,Chigh)))

),

x-State
).

h in-bounds-sensor2 = ( (sensor2->low <= sensor2->current-reading)
/ && (sensor2->current-reading <= sensor2->high) );

-Place(Q_2,x-State)

I Trans (Q-3,Asn(Cin-bounds.sensor2,
AND(LE(Struct.Lookup(Csensor2,Clow),

Struct.Lookup(Csensor2,Ccurrentreading)),

LE(Struct-Lookup(Csensor2,Ccurrent-reading),

Struct.Lookup(Csensor2,Chigh)))
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),

x-State
).

% in-bounds = (in.bounds-sensorl U in-bounds-sensor2);

h /* done just for otter */

-Place(Q.3,xState)

I Trans(Q_4,Asn(Cin-bounds, AND(Cinjbounds.sensorI,Cin-bounds sensor2)),

x-State

).

% -------------------------------------------------------------------.

7 if (in-bounds)

-Equal(Cin.boundsTRUE)

I -Place(Q4,x-State)

I Trans(Q_5,New.Env(A-list(CinboundsNIL)
),

x-State

).

'/ -1 ------------------------------------------------------------------

. delta = (float) (sensorl->current.reading - sensor2->current-reading);

-Place(Q-5,xState)

I Trans(Q.6,Asn(Cdelta, SUB(Struct.Lookup(Csensorl,Ccurrent.reading),

Struct-Lookup(Csensor2,Ccurrent-reading))),

x-State

).

. if (delta < 0.0)

-LT(Cdelta,0)

I -Place(Q.6,xState)

I Trans(Q.7,New-Env(Alist(Cdelta,
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A-list(0,NIL)

)

x-State

).

7 delta = -delta;

-Place(Q.7,x-State)

I Trans(Q_8,Asn(Cdelta,MINUS(Cdelta)) ,xState).
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ,

7. Exit block.

-Place(Q_8,x-State)

I Trais(Q-11,Exit,x-State).
7. -------------------------------------------------------------------

*1------------- ------------------------------------------------------ ,
7. else /* !(delta < 0.0) */ : We now perform an identity assignment to the

7 variable "delta". For a discussion why we do

7 this see section 3.3.

LT(Cdelta,0)

I -Place(Q.6,x-State)

I Trans(Q.9,New-Env(ALlist(Cdelta,
A-list(0,NIL)

)

x-State

).

y7-------------------------------------------------------------------.

7-------------------------------------------------------------------.
7. delta = delta;

-Place(Q.9,x-State)

I Trans(Q_10,Asn(Cdelta,Cdelta),x-State).
'/ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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X Exit block.

-Place(Q1,x-State)

I Trans(Q-11,Exit,xState).

% if (delta < (sensorl->error-bound + sensor2->error-bound))

-LT(Cdelta, ADD(Struct-Lookup(Csensorl,Cerror.bound),

Struct.Lookup(Csensor2,Cerror.bound)))

I -Place(QJ11,x-State)

I Trans(QJ12,NeEnv(Alist(Struct-Lookup(Csensorl,Cerror.bound),
Alist(Struct-Lookup(Csensor2,Cerror-bound),

Ajlist(Cdelta,NIL)

)

)

x-State

I result = 1; /* sensor readings agree */

-Place(Q12,x-State)

I Tpans(Q-13,Asn(Cresult,1),x-State).

'/ Exit block.

-Place(Q-13,x-State)

I Trans(Qj16,Exit,x-State).

% else (!(delta < (sensorl->error-bound + sensor2->error-bound)))
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LT(Cdelta, ADD(Struct-Lookup(Csensorl,Cerror-bound),

StructLookup(Csensor2,Cerror-bound)))

I -Place(Q11,x-State)

I Trans(Q-14,New-Env(A-list(StructLookup(Csensorl,Cerror-bound),
A-list(Struct-Lookup(Csensor2,Cerror-bound),

A-list(Cdelta,NIL)

)
)

x-State

).

% ------------------------------------------------------------------- ,

'. result = 0; /* sensor readings disagree */

-Place(Q.14,x.State)

I Trans(Q-15,Asn(Cresult,0),x-State).
% ------------------------------------------------------------------- ,

'. Exit block.

-Place(Q-15,x-State)

I Trans(Q-16,Exit,x.State).
% -------------------------------------------------------------------.

% Exit block.

-Place(Q16,x.State)

I Trans(Q_19,Exit,xState).
%V. ------------------------------------------------------------------

% else /* (!in-bounds) */

Equal(Cin-bounds,TRUE)

I -Place(Q-4,x-State)

I Trans(Q..17,New-Env(A-list(Cinbounds ,NIL)
),

x_St at e
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1---------------------------------- ------------------------

h result = 0; /* sensor readings disagree */

-Place (Q_17,x-State)

I Trans(Q-18,Asn(Cresult,0),x-State).

? Exit block.

-Place(Q_18,x.State)
I Trans (Q.19, Exit, xSt ate).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
'. sensors->agreej1-2 = result;

-Place (Q_-19,,x-State)
| Trans(Q_20,Asn(Struct.Lookup(Csensorl,Cagree..I2) ,Cresult) .x-State).
*1------------------------------------------------------------------------

end-oflist .

list(sos).

Place (Q_1,

STATE(Ajlist(pa,NIL), Ajlist(item(Csensor,C001,A-list(pa,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C001,Csensor-status),
C001-1.val,LAlist(pa,NIL)),

Alist (item(Struct (C001, Creading-status) ,

C001-2.val, A-list (pa, NIL)) ,

Ajlist(item(Struct(C001,Cerror.count),

C001-3-val,Ajlist(pa,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C001,Ccurrent-reading),

C001.4.val,A..list(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Clast-goodreading),

C001-5_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
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Alist(item(Struct(C001,Clow),

COOl .6val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
Alist(item(Strtct (C001,Chigh),

C001_7_val,Alist(paNIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C00O1,Cagree_1_2),

COO1_8_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(COO1,Ctrip),

C001.9_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Cerrorbound),

C00110.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Csensor2,C002,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Csensorstatus),

C002_1.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Creadingstatus),

C002.2_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorcount),

C002.3_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Ccurrentreading),

C002.4_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Clast.goodreading),

C002.5.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Clow),

C002.6.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Chigh),
C002.7_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Cagree_1_2),
C002.8.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C002,Ctrip),
C002.9.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorbound),

C002.10.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinboundssensor,C1.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
A_list(item(Cin_bounds_sensor2,C2.val,A_list(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinbounds, C3_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cbothlow, C4_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cbothhigh, C5.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cloworhigh, C6.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cdelta,Cdval,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cresult,Cresult,Alist(pa,NIL)),

NIL))))))))))))))))))}))))))))))))

)).

end-of-list.
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Appendix E

A First-Order Statement of the
Theorems That Need to Be Proven

This section contains the enabling conditions for all the paths through the code segment parity2

that need to be traced in order to verify that parity2 has the data dependencies defined in the flow
net specification of Figure 1.

Theorem 1.

' Path 1.
-Place(Q-4,x-State) I Equal(Cin-bounds,TRUE).
-Place(Q-6,x-State) I LT(Cdelta,0).

-Place(Q_10,x-State)

I LT(Cdelta, ADD(Evalstr(look-up(Csensorl),Cerror-bound),

Evalstr(look-up(Csensor2) ,Cerror-bound))).

Theorem 2.

X Path 2.
-Place(Q_4,xState) I Equal(Cin-bounds,TRUE).
-Place(Q-6,x-State) I LT(Cdelta,0).

-Place(Q-10,x-State)

I -LT(Cdelta, ADD(Evalstr(look-up(Csensorl),Cerror.bound),

Evalstr(look-up(Csensor2),Cerror.bound))).

Theorem 3.
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. Path 3.
-Place (Q_4, x-State) I Equal(Cin-bounds ,TRUE) .
-Place(Q_6 6,x-State) I -LT(Cdelta,0).

-Place(Q1,x.-State)

I LT(Cdelta, ADD(Evalstr(look-up(Csensorl) ,Cerror-bound),
Evalstr(look-up(Csensor2),Cerror-bound))).

Theorem 4.

7. Path 4.

-Place(Q4,x-State) I Equal(Cin-bounds,TRUE).

-Place(Q-6,x-State) I -LT(Cdelta,0).

-Place(Q_10,x.State)

I -LT(Cdelta, ADD(Evalstr(look-up(Csensorl),Cerror-bound),
Evalstr(look.up(Csensor2),Cerror-bound))).

Theorem 5.

7. Path 5.
-Place(Q_4,x _State) I -Equal(Cin-bounds,TRUE).

---1 ----------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix F

General Axioms and Demodulators

This section contains all the axioms and demodulators needed to trace data dependencies in the
code in which we are interested. To verify a path in a segment of code, we need to (1) place the
first-order representation of the code in the axioms list, (2) place the axioms for the path we wish
to verify in the axioms list, (3) place the start state information in the set of support, and (4) run
the resulting file on OTTER.

set(ur-res).
set(demodjlinear).

set(sos-queue).

ass ign(demod-limit ,5000).

assign (max-seconds ,600).

assign('tats-level,0).

list (axioms).

' Path theorems go here.

X State-transition clauses go here.

S------------------------Tran-iti-n-axi-----------------------------.

/ **********************************************************************

--------------- Transition axiom--------------
'/, **********************************************************************

-Place(xlQ_State, x-State)

I -Trans(x2Q.-State, xfun, x-State)

I Place(x2_Q-State, Update(x-State, x-fun)).
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end-of-list.

list(sos).

? The clause describing the initial state of the variables
X goes here.

end-ofjlist.

list(demodulators).

'/, **********************************************************************

' ---------------------------- Update ---------------------------------- .

'/ **********************************************************************

' form : Update( state, function )

% Update for Assignment.
Equal( Update(STATE(xenv, x-varslist), Asn(x-left,x-right)),

STATE(x.env, AsnUpdate(ImplementationId(x-left,x-varslist),

Value(x-rigt,x-varsjlist),

makedependency.list (x_.env,
breakdown(x.right ,x.varsjlist)

) ,

x-vars.Uist

)
)

'. Update for entering a new environment.

Equal( Update(STATE(x.env, x.varsjlist), New.Env(y~ist)),

STATE(A.list(x-env,

Alist(ENV, Push(yjlist,x-vars.list)) ),
x-vars.list)
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. Update for exiting an environment.
Equal( Update(STATE(x-env, x-vars-list), Exit),

STATE(Pop(x-env), x-vars-list)

).

. Update for NULL statement.
Equal( Update(x-State, NULL), x-State).

'/ **********************************************************************

-------------------------- end Update -------------------------------- .

'/ **********************************************************************

'/ **********************************************************************

7 -------------------- ImplementationId---------------------------

% **********************************************************************

. Implementation-Id is a function which returns the implementation

. identifier associated with a particular program identifier. For

. non-pointer identifiers and for numbers, there is no difference
7 between the program identifier and the implementation identifier.
% However, when the variable is a pointer, there is a difference

. between the program name and the implementation name. An identifier

7 which is referred to as "x-id->element" in the program, will be
7 referred to as "Struct(x-id-address,element)" in the implementation.

7 This is so because the variable "x-id" contains an address,
. "x-id-address", the contents of which is a structure. We

7 need to be able to trace data dependencies of both the pointer

7 "x-id", and the contents of "x-id". Note, we are currently only
. supporting one level of indirection. That is, in the reference

. "x-id->element", the variable id "element" may not be a pointer.

%*-------------------------------------------------------------- -

7 Case 1. The variable is a pointer.

Equal( Implementation-Id(Struct-Lookup(x-struct-id,xelement-id),

x-vars-list),

Struct(get-address(x-struct-id,x-vars-list),x-elementjid)

).

7. Case 2. The variable is not of type pointer.

Equal( Implementation-Id(xid,x-vars-list),
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x_id).

% **********************************************************************

. --------------------- end ImplementationId --------------------------

/ **********************************************************************

'/ **********************************************************************

----------------------------- Value ---------------------------------- .
/ **********************************************************************

' Value is a function which returns the value expression that is

'. associated with an expression. There are four cases here,

/. 1) expression - the expression is a general expression

K made up of operands and operators.

. 2) xid->element - the expression is a pointer to a structure,

. 3) xid - the expression is a variable which is not of

. type pointer, and

. 4) number - the expression is a number.

' In the first case, we recursively breakdown the expression. Thus we

' will ultimately obtain an expression consisting only of values and

K operators. For example if we have the expression "ADD(x,y)", and if

K the value of "x" is 5 and the value of "y" is 6, then our resulting
'. expression will be "add(5,6)".

. In the second case, we must find the implementation identifier that is

'. associated with a particular program identifier. This requires

/ determining the address where the structure is located. For a structure

'. reference of the form "xid->element", this requires determining the

. value of the pointer variable "x-id". Once this has been obtained we

. can use this information to determine the value of "x_id->elemeint".

Y In the third case, we simply return the value associated with the

/. variable. To obtain the value associated with a variable we call

K the function get-value.

K The fourth case applies if the expression is a number. In this case,

K the function get-value is called. Notice that at this level of

K abstraction, case three and case four are identical. Thus we

K merge them into a single case.
---------------------------------------------------------------.
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? Case 1. General expression.

Equal( Value(SUB(x1,x2),xvarslist),

VSub(Value(x,xvarslist),Value(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( Value(ADD(xl,x2),xvarslist),

VAdd(Value(xl,xvarslist),Value(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( Value(MULT(xl,x2),xvarslist),

VjMult(Value(xl,xvarslist),Value(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( Value(LE(x1,x2),xvarslist),

VLe(Value(xl,xvarsjlist),Value(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( Value(LT(x1,x2),xvarslist),

V.Lt(Value(xl,x.varslist),Value(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( Value(AND(xl,x2),xvarslist),

V.And(Value(xl,x.varslist),Value(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( Value(OR(xl,x2),xvarslist),

V_0r(Value(xl,xvarslist),Value(x2,x.varsjlist)) ).

Equal( Value(MINUS(xl),xvarslist),

V.Minus(Value(xl,xvarslist)) ).

% Case 2. Pointer to a structure.

Equal( Value(StructLookup(xstructid,xelementid),xvarslist),

getvalue(Struct(getaddress(xstructid,xvarslist),

xelementid),

xvarslist)

).

'h Case 3 & 4. A non-pointer variable or a number.

Equal( Value(xid,xvarslist),

getvalue(xid,xvarslist)

).

/ **********************************************************************

V.----------------------------end Value--------------------------------

'/ **********************************************************************
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7/ **********************************************************************
S--------------------------- get.address ------------------------------

'/ **********************************************************************

h We are currently assuming that we are manipulating references of the
7 form "xid->element". This means that "x.id" is a pointer to an object
. of type structure. In order to obtain the address associated with
7 "xid->element", we first obtain the address, "xidaddress", which

7 is stored in "xid". This can be done by simply getting the value which
. is stored in "xjid". However as an added measure of safety we choose
. not to use the "get-value" function to obtain this value. The reason
. for this is that the base case of "get-value" assumes that "xjid" is a
. number. We know that in "get-address" should this base case be
. reaches then an error has definitely occured. Thus "get-address" is

. a slightly different function than "get-value".

7 Note, if all the functions are written correctly, then the base case
7 (.o., the error case) of "get-address" should never be reached. So

7 in some sense including this base case is a bit of overkill. However,

7 omission of the base case could make tracing bugs in other functions

. extremely difficult.

. Base Case--Did not find xid in variables list.

Equal( getaddress(xid, NIL), ERROR ).

7 Base Case--Found xid in variables list
Equal( getaddress(xid, Alist(item(xid,x.val,ydlist),ylist)),

xval

).

. Recursive Case--xjid is not the first item in the variables list.
Equal( getaddress(xid, Alist(xitem,ylist)),

getaddress(xid,ylist)

).

7. **********************************************************************

7 --------------------- end get-address---------------------------

7. **********************************************************************
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'/, **********************************************************************

-------------------------- get-value ---------------------------------

S**********************************************************************.

. This function is given an implementation id, xid, and a variable list,

% x-varsjlist. The function get-value searches through x-varsjlist for
7 the variable xid. When this variable is found its value is returned.

7 Base Case - x-id is a number.

Equal( get-value(x-id, NIL), x-id ).

7 Base Case - x-id is a variable.

Equal( get-value(x.id, ALlist(item(x-id,x-val,y-dlist),y-list)),

x..val

).

' Recursive Case - x-id has not been found in the list yet.

Equal( get-value(x-id, AJlist(xJitem,yjlist)),

get-value(x-id,ylist)

).

'/ **********************************************************************

' --- ---------------- end get-value-----------------------------

'/ **********************************************************************

'/ **********************************************************************

% -------------------------- breakdown ---------------------------------

% **********************************************************************

X form : breakdown( expression, variable-list )

% NOTE : We do not want the function { SUB, ADD, etc ) demodulators to

% apply to a transition, so we prevent this by a renaming.
'/o-----------------------------------------------------------------.

Equal( breakdown(SUB(xl,x2),x-varsjlist),

Sub(breakdown(x1,x-vars-list),breakdown(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( breakdown(ADD(xl,x2),x..varsjlist),

Add(breakdown(x1,x-varslist),breakdown(x2,x-vars.list)) ).

Equal( breakdown(MULT(xl,x2) ,x-vars.list),
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Mult(breakdown(xl,xvarslist),breakdown(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( breakdown(LE(xl,x2),xvarslist),

Le(breakdown(xl,xvars.list),breakdown(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( breakdown(LT(xl,x2),xvarslist),

ILt(breakdown(xl,xvarslist),breakdown(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( breakdown(AND(xl,x2),xvarslist),

And(breakdown(xl,xvarslist),breakdown(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( breakdown(OR(xl,x2),xvarslist),

Or(breakdown(xl,xvarslist),breakdown(x2,xvarslist)) ).

Equal( breakdown(MINUS(xl),xvarslist),

Minus(breakdown(xl,xvarslist)) ).

% breakdown a variable, a pointer, or a constant--This needs to be last.

Equal( breakdown(x1,xvartlist),

finddlist(ImplementationId(xl,xvarslist),xvarslist) ).

'/, ********************************************************************** .

/ ----------------------- end breakdown -------------------------------

I ********************************************************************** .

'/ **********************************************************************.

- -------------------------- functions--------------------------------

'/, **********************************************************************

V the following demodulators define the resulting dependency sets

/ created by the execution of various functions.

Equal( Sub(yLlist,y2jlist), union(yljist,y2jlist) ).

Equal( Add(yLlist,y2jlist), union(yllist,y2.list) ).

Equal( Mult(yllit,y2_list), union(ylist,y2_list) ).

Equal( Le(yL.list,y2_list), union(yl.list,y2Jlist) ).

Equal( Lt(y1_list,y2_list), union(ylist,y2jlist) ).

Equal( And(yljist,y2_list), union(yilist,y2_list) ).
Equal( Or(yl.list,y2_list), union(y1.list,y2_list) ).

Equal( Minus(ylist), yljist ).

/, ********************************************************************** .

/ ------------------------ end functions -------------------------------
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I **********************************************************************

. - - - - - - make.dependency-list -

1 ********************************************************************** .

. form : make-dependencyjlist( env, djlist )

"/---------------------------------------------------------------.

Equal(makedependencylist(x-env, y-dlist),

special-union( y-djlist, x-env )
).

0/ **********************************************************************.

-------------------- end make-dependency-list-----------------------

1 **********************************************************************

y, **********************************************************************.

---------------------------- AsnUpdate ------------------------------- .

*1 *************~;*********************************************************.

7/ form : AsnUpdate( left-hand.side, right.hand-side,
% dependencyof-right-hand.side,

. varlist)

-------------------------------------------------------

X Base Case--found item.
Equal( AsnUpdate(xleft, x-right, x-dependencyjlist,

Ajlist(item(xjleft, x-val, y-d-list),y-list)),

Alist(item(xjleft, x-right,x-dependency-list), yjlist)
).

7/ General Case -- Looking for item.
Equal( AsnUpdate( xjleft, x-right, x-dependency-list, Ajlist(xitem,y-list)),

Alist(xjitem, AsnUpdate(xleft, xright, xdependencylist, yjlist))
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-------------------------- end AsnUpdate ----------------------------- .

1 ********************************************************************** .

'/, ********************************************************************** .

% -------------------------- special-union -----------------------------
1 **********************************************************************

y1.
X form : special.union( dependency-list, env)

% This is different from regular set union, because the internal structure

% of the environment is not a regular list.

% Recursive Call.

Equal( special~union(yl,Alist(Alist(y2,y3),y4)),

special union(

special.union(yi,Alist(y2,y3)), y4)

).

? Breaking cases.

Equal( specialunion(yl,Alist(ENV,y2)), union(yl,y2) ).
Equal( specialunion(yl,y2), union(yl,y2) ).

% ********************************************************************** .

% ------------------------ end special.union ---------------------------
I ********************************************************************** .

Si. **********************************************************************

. ------------------------------ Push ---------------------------------- .

1 **********************************************************************

' form : Push( idjlist, var.list)

. idjlist - a list of ids

% varlist - a list of items

' returns : a list which is the union of all the dependencies of all

% id's in the id.list.
% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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7 Push Base Case.
Equal( Push( NIL, y-anything ), NIL ).

7 Push general (item).
Equal( Push( A-list(x-id, y-list), y-vars-list),

union(Push(y-list,y-vars-list), find-d-list(x~id, y-vars-list))

).

1 **********************************************************************

7 ---------------------------- end Push --------------------------------
1 **********************************************************************

7. **********************************************************************.

..---------.....---------------- Pop -----------------------------------

.1 **********************************************************************.

.
7. form : Pop( env)

7 returns : the environment which existed before the last block was

. entered.

% ---------------------------------------------------------------------- .

Equal( Pop(A-list(y-env-old,y-env-new)),

y-env-old

).

1 **********************************************************************.

. ---------------------------endPop--------------------------------- .
*1 **********************************************************************.

.1 **********************************************************************.

7.------------------------ Comments--------------------------------.

.

7 Naming - items will be named : x.item, x2-item, etc

7 lists will be named: y -llist, y2-list, etc

7 constants - NIL - the empty list

7 functions - Alist(element,list)

% element - a list element (this may be or contain a list)

. list - the remainder of the list
% hr--yny----pd--------------------------------------------------------.
7. There is only one type of list supported (A..list), thus lists such as
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% the variable list, dependency list, and merge list must be expressed
1. in terms of Alist. This makes reading demodulators somewhat

% cumbersome, but since functions can't be unified (i.e., variable

% function names) the other alternative would result in much code
. duplication.

I ********************************************************************** .

1 ###################################################################### .

--------------- Demodulators for type A -list------------------------
/. ###################################################################### .

1 **k*******************************************************************

---------------------------- Append ---------------------------------- .

I **********************************************************************

'. form : append( listi, list2)

'. returns : a list which is the concatenation of list2 and listi.

Eq - - - --pp- -d(-IL-y- - - - --),-y- --i- -).

Equal(append(yNLylilist), yllist).

Equal(append(yljlist,NIL), yljlist).

Equal(append(yljist, Alist(x2.item,y2jlist)),

A-list(x2_item,append(y.list,y2jlist)) ).

1 ********************************************************************** .

-------------------------- end Append -------------------------------- .

/ **********************************************************************

, **********************************************************************.

V.--------------------------finddist------------------------------- .
0/ **********************************************************************.

'. The function "find-d-list" is given a symbol and a variable list. The

. symbol will either be an implementation identifier or a constant. It

. is assumed that if the symbol is not found in the variable list, then

. it must be a constant. This is a reasonable assumption since the

. variable list which is passed to this function contains all the

V variables which are used in the program.
'/V-----------------------------------------------------------------.
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7 Base Case.

Equal(finddlist(xlid,NIL), Alist(defaultc,NIL) ).

7 General Case.
7 Found match.

Equal(finddlist(xl.id, A_list(item(xl.id,x2.val,y2.dlist),yl.vlist) ),
y2.dlist).

. No match--so keep looking.

Equal(finddlist(xl.id,Alist(item(x2_id,x2_val,y2.dlist),ylvlist)),

finddlist(x1_id,y1.vlist) ).

'/, **********************************************************************

. ----------------------- end finddlist ------------------------------ .

. **********************************************************************

7. **********************************************************************

/ ---------------------------- Inlist ---------------------------------- .

7. **********************************************************************

. inlist( x, y ) -

7 x - a list element
7 y - a list

. inlist returns a list consisting of the element x, if x is in the

7. list y, NIL is returned otherwise.
7.-----------------------------------------------------------------.

. Base Case.
Equal( inlist(xlitem,NIL), NIL).
Equal( inlist(xlitem,Alist(xl.item,yl.list)), Alist(xlitem,NIL) ).

. General Case.
Equal( inlist(xl.item,Ajlist(x2.item,y2_list)), inlist(xlitem,y2_list) ).

'/ **********************************************************************

-------------------------- end Inlist -------------------------------- .
'/ **********************************************************************
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X **********************************************************************
------------------------- Intersection ------------------------------- .

'/, **********************************************************************

' intersect( yl, y2 ) -

. yl - a list

. y2 - a list

. intersect returns a list which is the intersection of yl and y2.

% Base Case.
Equal( intersect(NIL,y2_list), NIL).

Equal( intersect(yl.list,NIL), NIL).

'. General Case.

Equal( intersect(A_list(xlitem,y.list),y2.list),

append(intersect(yllist,y2_list),inlist(xlitem,y2.list) ) ).

/ ********************************************************************** .

. ----------------------- end Intersection -----------------------------
'/ **********************************************************************

'1 **********************************************************************

---------------------------- Union ----------------------------------- .
I **********************************************************************.

7 Union (x,y) = { ((x append y) - (x intersect y)) append (x intersect y) }

Equal(union(x,y), append(diff(append(x,y),intersect(x,y)),intersect(x,y)) ).

'I **********************************************************************

-------------------------- end Union ---------------------------------

*1 **********************************************************************.

5/ **********************************************************************.

-------------------------- Difference-------------------------------

.1 **********************************************************************.

7. Break down into two cases : 1) find difference in left list,

. 2) find difference in right list

. Case 1.
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Equal(diff(x-list,y.list),diff-in.left(x-list,y-list,x-list,y-list,NIL)).

7 Crossover case.

Equal( diff-in.left(NIL,y2-list, y-carryl,y-carry2,y-result),

diff-in-right(y-carryl,y-carry2, y-carryl,y-result)).

'/ ----------------------------- d------------------------------------.

---------------------- Left side ----------------------------------.

% Base Case.
Equal( diff-in-left(A-list(xliitem,yi-list), NIL,

y-carryl,y-carry2,yresult),

diff-injleft(yljist, y-carry2,

y-carryl,y.carry2,append(A-list(xl.item,NIL),y-result)) ).

. General case.
/ If xl-item is in both lists.
Equal( diff.in.left(Ajlist(xliitem,yl.list),Alist(xlitem,y2-list),

y.carryl,ycarry2,y-result),

diff-in-left(y.list,y-carry2, y-carryl,y.carry2,y-result) ).

7 If xl-item does not match first element of second list.

Equal( diffin-left(A-list(x-item,y.list),A-list(x2-item,y2-list),

y.carryl,y-carry2,y-result),
diff-.in-left(A-list(xl.item,yl-list),y2-list,

y-carryly-carry2,y-result) ).

% ------------------------ igh--id-----------------------------------.

%.---------------------- Right side----------------------------------.

1 Termination.
Equal(diff._in-r ight(yanything,NIL,yycarry,y-result), y-result).

X Base Case.
Equal( diff-in.right(NIL,Alist(x2-item,y2-list),y-carryl,y-result),

diff-inright(y.carryl, y2.list, y-carryl,

append(A~list(x2-item,NIL) ,yresult)) ).

' General case.
. if x2jitem is in both lists.
Equal( diff _inright(Alist(x2.item,yl-list) ,A-list(x2.item,y2-list),

y-carryl,yresult),

diff._in-right(y-carryl,y2.list,y.carryl,y-result) ).

. If x2_item does not match the first element of second list.
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Equal( diff. inright(A.list(xi.item,y.list),A.list(x2item,y2.list),

y.carryl,yresult),

diff~in.right(y.list,Ajlist(x2.item,y2.list) ,y.carryl,y.result) ).

'/. **********************************************************************

y ------------------------ end Difference ------------------------------
. **********************************************************************

'/. ###################################################################### .

V.------------- end Demodulators for type Alist ----------------------

yi ###################################################################### .

end~ofjlist.

V.------------------------------------------
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Appendix G

OTTER Proof

This section contains the results of the actual verification of a path (see Theorem 1 in Appendix
E) in the code segment that we examined. In the interests of clarity and brevity, we have edited
the output to make it more readable. We have also omitted some of the less interesting clauses
generated. The dependency of the value returned from Parity2 for the path under inspection can
be determine' by examining the data dependency for the variable result at the end of this path.
As the last clause in this section shows, the variable result is data dependent on {pa, pb, def aultfc}.
The dependency on default.c simply means that the value of the variable result is dependent upon
the processor on which the code segment is being executed.

We begin symbolic execution at place Q.1.

given clause #1: (wt=257) 27 0

Place(Q_1,

STATE(Alist(pa,NIL),

Alist(item(Csensorl,C001,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Csensor..status),C001.1_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Creadingstatus),C001_2.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C001,Cerrorcount),C001.3_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C001,Ccurrentreading),C001_4_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Clastgoodreading),C001.5.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Clow),C001_6_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Chigh),C001.7_val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Cagree_1.2),C001.8_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Ctrip),C001.9.val,A..list(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Cerror..bound),C001..10val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
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A_list(item(Csensor2,C002,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Csensorstatus),C002j..val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Creadingstatus),C002_2.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cerror.count) ,C002.3_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Ccurrent_reading) ,C002.4_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Clastgoodreading) ,C002_5_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Clow),C002.6.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Chigh) ,C002.7_val,A.list(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cagree_1_2),C002_8_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Ctrip) ,C002..9.val,A..list(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorbound),C002_10.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cin..boundssensorl,C1_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinboundssensor2,C2.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinbounds,C3_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
Alist(item(Cboth. low,C4.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cboth..high,C5_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cloworhigh,C6_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cdelta,Cdval,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cresult,Cresult,Alist(pa,NIL)),

NIL)))))))))}))))))))))))))))))))))).

From place Q_1 we proceed to the first transition. Note that executing

this transition will bring us to place Q_2. In order for us to arrive

at place Q_2 we will have to symbolically execute the functionality

associated with this specific transition. In this case, the functionality

of the transitions is an assignment to the variable Cinboundssensorl.

** KEPT: 99 [ur,27,4]

Trans(Q_2,

Asn(Cin.boundssensorl,

AND(LE(StructLookup(Csensorl,Clow),

StructLookup(Csensorl,Ccurrentreading)),

LE(StructLookup(Csensorl,Ccurrentreading),

Struct.Lookup(Csensorl,Chigh)))),

STATE(A.list(pa,NIL),

Alist(item(Csensorl,C001,Alist(pa,NIL)),
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Alist(item(Struct(C001,Csensorstatus),COO1.1.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(COO1,Creading.status) ,C001_2.val,A._list(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(COO1,Cerrorcount),C001_3_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(COO1,Ccurrentreading),C001.4.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Clastgoodreading),C001.5.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Clow),C001.6.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Chigh),C001_7_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Cagree.1.2),C001_8.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C001,Ctrip),C001_9.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(COO1,Cerrorbound),C001O.._val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Csensor2,C002,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Csensorstatus),C002.A.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Creadingstatus),C002_2.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cerror.count),C002_3.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A..list(item(Struct(C002,Ccurrentreading),C002_4_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Clast.goodreading),C002.5_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),
Alist(item(Struct(C002,Clow),C002.6.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Chigh),C002.7.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cagree_1_2),C002.8.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Ctrip),C002_9.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorbound),C00210_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinboundssensorl,C1_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinboundssensor2,C2_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
A.list(item(Cinbounds,C3_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Cbothlow,C4_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cbothhigh,C5.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cloworhigh,C6_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cdelta,Cd.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
A.list(i-em(Cresult,Cresult,A.list(pa,NIL)),

NIL)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))).

We now execute the functionality of the transition. This amounts to

symbolically executing the assignment statement. After this has been
done, we use the data dependency definitions of C to determine how
the execution of this assignment statement affected the data dependency

of the various program variables. This data dependency update is

accomplished through demodulation.

The effect of symbolically executing the transition results in
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our arrival at place Q_2.

** KEPT: 100 [ur,99,26,27,demod,29,39,37,42,45,49,49,49,49,49,49,48,42,45,49,49,

49,49,48,37,42,45,49,49,49,49,48,42,45,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,48,55,53,58,81,82,82

,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,8

2,82,80,89,79,78,88,86,85,83,77,90,92,78,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,85,83,77,78,58,81,

82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82

,82,82,82,80,89,79,78,88,86,85,83,77,90,92,78,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,85,83,77,78,6

3,89,79,79,78,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,90,93,94,93,93,94,93,91,97,98,97,95,88,

88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,77,53,58,81,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82

,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,80,89,79,78,88,86,85,83,77,90,92,7
8,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,85,83,77,78,58,81,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,

82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,80,89,79,78,88,86,85,83,77,90

,92,78,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,85,83,77,78,63,89,79,79,78,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,7

8,90,93,94,93,93,94,93,91,97,98,97,95,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,77,65,89,79,79,

78,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,90,93,94,93,93,94,93,91,97,98,97,95,88,88,86,85,84

,77,84,79,78,77,68,73,89,79,78,88,88,86,84,77,85,83,78,90,93,94,92,78,93,91,97,9
5,88,88,86,84,77,85,83,78,79,78,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,

70,70,70,70,70,70,69]

Place(Q_2,

STATE(Alist(pa,NIL),

Alist(item(Csensor,C001,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Csensorstatus),C001.1_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Creadingstatus),C001.2.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Cerror.count),C001.3_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Ccurrentreading),C001.4_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Clast.goodreading),C001.5_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Clow),C001.6_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Chigh),C001.7_val,Ajist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Cagree_1.2),C001_8_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Ctrip),C001.9_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Cerrorbound),C00110_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Csensor2,C002,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Csensorstatus),C002_1.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Creadingstatus),C002_2.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorcount),C002.3_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_)ist(item(Struct(C002,Ccurrentreading),C002_4_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Clastgoodreading),C002_5_vai,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Clow),C002_6_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Chigh),C002_7_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cagree_1_2),C002_8_val,Alist(pb,NTL)),
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Alist(item(Struct(C002,Ctrip),C002_9_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Ajist(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorbound) ,C002.10.val,A..list(pb,NIL)).

Alist (item(Cinbounds.sensorl,

V.And(VLe(C001.6.val,0C001.4_val) ,VLe(C001.4.val,C001..7.val)),

Alist(pa,Alist(def aultc,NIL))),

Alist(item(Cinboundssensor2,C2.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Cin.bounds,C3_ril,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cbothlow,C4_val,A.list(pa,NIL),
A..list(item(Cboth.high,C5.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Clowor..high,C6_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
Alist(item(Cdelta,Cdval,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cresult,Cresult,A..list(pa,NIL)),

NIL)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))).

From place Q_2 we proceed to the second transition. Note that executing

this transition !ill bring us to place Q_3. In order for us to arrive

at place Q_3 we wi2. have to symbolically execute the functionality

associated with this specific transition. In this case, the functionality

of the transitions is ar assignment to the variable Cinboundssensor2.

** KEPT: 101 Eur,100,5]

Trans(Q.3,

Asn(Cin..boundssensor2,

AND(LE(StructLookup(Csensor2,Clow),

StructLookup(Csensor2,Ccurrentreading)),

LE(StructLookup(Csensor2,Ccurrentreading),

StructLookup(Csensor2,Chigh)))),

STATE(Alist(pa,NIL),

Alist(item(Csensorl,C001,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Csensorstatus),C001j..val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(COO1,Creading.status),C001_2_val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C001,Cerrorcount),C001.3.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(COO1,Ccurrentreading),C001_4_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
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A_list(item(Struct(COO1,Clastgoodreading),C001.5.val,Ajlist(pa,NIL)),
Alist(item(Struct(COO1,Clow),C001.6_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A~list(item(Struct(C001,Chigh),C001.j7val,A_)ist(pa,NIL)),
Alist(item(Struct(COO1,Cagree_1.2) ,C00L.&val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(COO1,Ctrip),C001.9.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(COO1,Cerrorbound),C001.10_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Csensor2,C002,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C002,Csensorstatus),C002.s1val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Creadingstatus),C002..2..val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

ALlist(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorcount),C002.3.val,A.list(pb,NIL)),
A_list(item(Struct(C002,Ccurrentreading),C002.4_val,Ajlist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Clast.goodreading),C002.5.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Clow),C002.6.val,A-list(pbNIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Chigh),C002.7.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C002,Cagree_1.2),C002.8.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Ctrip),C002.9.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C002,Cerror.bound) ,C002.10.val,A.list(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinbounds..sensorl,

V.And(V..Le(COO1.6.val,COO1.4.val) ,V..Le(C001.4_val,COO1.7.val)),

A.list(pa,Alist(default.c,NIL))),

Alist(item(Cin.boundssensor2,C2..val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cinbounds,C3.val,Ajlist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Cboth.low,C4..val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cboth.high,C5_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Clowor.high,C6_val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Cdelta,Cdval,Alist(pa,NIL)),
Alist(item(Cresult,C.result,Alist(pa,NIL)),

NIL))}))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

We now execute the functionality of the transition. This amounts to

symbolically executing the assignment statement. After this has been

done, we use the data dependency definitions of C to determine how
the execution of this assignment statement affected the data dependency
cf the various program variables. This data dependency update is

accomplished through demodulation.

The effect of symbolically executing the transition results in

our arrival at place Q.3.
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** KEPT: 102 [ur,101,26,100,demod,29,39,37,42,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,4

5,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,48,42,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,
46,46,46,46,45,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,48,37,42,46,46,46,46

,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,45,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,48,42,46,4

6,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,46,45,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,

49,49,48,55,53,58,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,81,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82

,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,80,89,79,78,88,8

6,85,83,77,90,92,78,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,85,83,77,78,58,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,
82,82,82,81,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82

,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,80,89,79,78,88,86,85,83,77,90,92,78,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,8

5,83,77,78,63,89,79,79,78,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,90,93,94,93,93,94,93,91,97,
98,97,95,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,77,53,58,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,81
,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,8

2,82,82,82,80,89,79,78,88,86,85,83,77,90,92,78,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,85,83,77,78,

58,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,81,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82

,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,80,89,79,78,88,86,85,83,77,90,9
2,78,92,79,78,91,95,88,86,85,83,77,78,63,89,79,79,78,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,
90,93,94,93,93,94,93,91,97,98,97,95,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,77,65,89,79;79,78
,88,88,86,85,84,77,84,79,78,90,93,94,93,93,94,93,91,97,98,97,95,88,88,86,85,84,7

7,84,79,78,77,68,73,89,79,78,88,88,86,85,83,77,85,83,77,90,92,78,92,79,78,92,79,

79,78,91,95,88,88,86,85,83,77,85,83,77,78,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70

,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,70,69]

Place(Q.3,

STATE(Alist(pa,NIL),

Alist(item(Csensor1,C001,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Csensorstatus),C001_1_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Creadingstatus),C001.2.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Cerror.count),C001.3.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
A_list(item(Struct(C001,Ccurrentreading),C001.4_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Clastgoodreading),C001_5_val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Clow),C001.6.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Chigh),C001J.7val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Cagree_1.2),C001.8.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C001,Ctrip),C001_9.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C001,Cerrorbound),C001_10.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Alist(item(Csensor2,C002,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Csensorstatus),C002_1.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Creadingstatus),C002.2.val,A_list(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorcount),C002_3_val,Alist(pb,NIL)),
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A.list(item(Struct(C002,Ccurrent.reading),C002.4.val,A.list(pb,NIL)),

A-list(item(Struct(C002,Clast.good.reading),C002.5.val,A-list(pb,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C002,Clow),C002.6.val,A.list(pb,NIL)),
Ajlist(item(Struct(C002,Chigh),C002.7.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A~list(item(Str uct(C002,Cagree.1.2),C002_8_val,A~list(pb,NIL)),

A~list(item(Struct(C002,Ctrip),C002.9.val,A-list(pb,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C002,Cerror.bound),C002.10.val,A.list(pb,NIL)),

A.list(item(Cinboundssensori,

V.And(V.Le(COO1.6.val,COO1.4.val),V.Le(C001.4.val,COO1.7.val)),

A.list(pa,A.list(default.c,NIL))),

A.list(item(Cin.bounds-sensor2,
V.And(V.Le(C002.6-val,C002..val),V.Le(C002A.4val,C002.7.val)),

A.list(pa,A.list(default.c,A.list(pb,NIL)))),

A.list(item(Cin.bounds,C3.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
A.list(item(Cboth.low,C4.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),
Alist(item(Cboth.high,C5.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),
A-list(item(Clow.or.high,C6.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(CdeltaC.d.val,Ajlist(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Cresult,Cresult,A.list(pa,NIL)),

NIL)})))})))))))))))))))))))))))).

A similar explaination can be given for the deduction of the remaining

clauses on this particular execution path. The only clauses which are
slightly different are those that correspond to "if-branches". One is

able to "pass through" clauses corresponding to if-branches by making
use of path enabling conditions which are given for every path we

wish to formally verify. (Note that we are using UR resolution.)

etc. etc.

After the "deduction" of all the clauses on the path we are investigating,

we finally arrive at the last place on a path. At this point we can
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mannually check to see if the data dependencies are those that we

expected (it is also possible to automate this step, but we have chosen

not to do so).

The finial place on the path is:

given clause #30: (wt=308) 127 [ur,126,26,125,demod,28,33,45,43,49,49,49,49,49,4

9,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,49,48,59,81,
59,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82,82
,82,82,82,81,89,79,79,79,78,88,86,84,77,90,93,94,92,78,94,92,79,78,93,91,97,95,8
8,86,84,77,79,78,68,73,89,79,78,88,88,88,86,85,83,77,85,83,77,84,77,90,93,93,94,
92,78,94,92,79,78,91,97,95,88,88,88,86,85,83,77,85,83,77,84,77,79,78,70,70,70,70

,70,70,70,70,69]

Place(Q.20,

STATE(A.list(pa,NIL),

Ajlist(item(Csensorl,C001,A-list(pa,NIL)),

A-list(item(Struct(C001,Csensor.status),C001.1.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

A.list(item(Struct(C001,Creading.status),C001.2.val,Alist(pa,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(COO1,Cerror.count),C001.3.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(COO1,Ccurrent-reading),C001.4.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(COO1,Clast.good.reading),C001.5.val,A-list(pa,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C001,Clow),C001.6.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C001,Chigh),C001.7.val,A-list(pa,NIL)),

A-list(item(Struct(C001,Cagree.1.2),1,A-list(pa,Alist(default.c,A-list(pb,NIL)))),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C001,Ctrip),C001.9val,A-list(pa,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C001,Cerror.bound),C001.10sval,ALlist(pa,NIL)),

Ailist(item(Csensor2,C002,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Csensor.status),C002.L.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

A_list(item(Struct(C002,Creading-status),C002.2.val,Ajlist(pb,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C002,Cerror.count),C002.3_val,A-list(pb,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C002,Ccurrentreading),C002.4.val,Alist(pb,NIL)),

Ajlist(item(Struct(C002,Clastgoodreading),C002.5_val,A.list(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Clow),C002.6-val,Ajlist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Chigh),C002_7.val,Ajlist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cagree._.2),C002.8.val,A-list(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Ctrip),C002_9_val,Ajlist(pb,NIL)),

Alist(item(Struct(C002,Cerrorbound),C00210-val,Ajlist(pb,NIL)),
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A.list(item(Cin.bounds.sensors,
V.And(V.Le(C001.6.val,C001.4.val),V.Le(C001.4.val,C007.-val)),
A.list(paA.list(default.c,NIL))),

A.list(item(Cin.bounds.sensor2,
V.And(V.Le(C002.6.valC002.4.val),V.Le(C002.4.val,C002.7.val)),
A.list(pa,A.list(default.c,A.list(pb,NIL)))),

A.list(item(Cin.bounds,
V.And(V.And(V.Le(C001.6.val,C001.4.val),V.Le(C0014.-val,C001.7.val)),

V.And(V.Le(C002.6.val,C002.4.val) ,V.Le(C002.4.val,C002.7.val))),
A.list(pa,A.list(default.c,A.list(pb,NIL)))),

A.list(item(Cboth.low,C4.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),
A.list(item(Cbothihigh,C5.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),
A-list(item(Clow.orhigh,C6.val,A.list(pa,NIL)),
A.list(item(Cdelta,V-Minus(V.Sub(C001.4.val,C002-4.val)),

A.list(pa,A.list(default.c,A.list(pb,NIL)))),
A.list(item(Cresult,1,A.list(pa,A.list(default.c,A.list(pb,NIL)))),

NIL)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))).

sos empty.

------------ END OF SEARCH ------------
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